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Range images and 3D modeling are often utilized on large scale specimens, but have 
been somewhat overlooked on the microscopic scale.  This thesis concentrates on 
overcoming some of the difficulties of capturing images and creating both 3D models and 
2D range images on this scale.  During the scope of this thesis we take a deeper look into 
the optical mechanics of the laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) and scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) to understand the formation of the images and use that 
information to create our algorithms.  With the use of the LSCM we can obtain a stack of 
2D images of microscopic specimens.  Our algorithm is able to process that stack of 
images and obtain both a 2D range image and a 3D model of a specimen from a single 
view.  Through the use of computational methods and a set of eucentrically tilted images 
from the SEM we are able to obtain a surface point cloud of the specimen being modeled.  
By rotating the specimen and imaging it from several different angles a complete 3D 
model can be obtained.  Through the implementation of our LSCM algorithm we have 
been able to obtain highly complete 3D reconstructions of both industrial and biological 
specimens of multiple size and shapes.  The LSCM results produced and illustrated in 
this thesis exceed that of the current software available for producing both range images 
and 3D models.  The results obtained from the SEM algorithm are a bit more modest yet 
offer an important understanding of the 3D characteristics of the specimens modeled.  
The point clouds produced and illustrated in this thesis show the accurate reconstruction 
of multiple points in a 3D space and when coupled with the 2D images produced by the 
SEM can help offer better depth understanding and measurement of features located on 
the specimen.  Through the course of this thesis we have solved a few of the problems 
associated with 3D modeling on the microscopic level and offered a very good starting 
point from which to build upon.  These reconstruction methods can be utilized 
individually or together for the use of better understanding and mapping microscopic 
organisms, reverse engineering, and quality control checks of microscopic parts.   
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For reviser years scientists have used the laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) 
and the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to view snapshots of microscopic 
specimens.  Recently, some LSCM and SEM systems produce a three dimensional (3D) 
depth view of the specimen.  However, these 3D views produced by current commercial 
software are incomplete.  The focus of this thesis is to obtain more complete and 
therefore more useful models through the ability to merge and reconstruct multiple views 
of a microscopic specimen.  By merging several different views of the specimen, we can 
obtain a nearly complete watertight model which can be used for several different 
applications and potentially lead to a better understanding of the specimen.   





As the world moves forward into the 20th century, an increasing amount of research is 
focusing on the area of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and nanotechnology.  
Many scientists believe that this is a continuing trend and the future of research will 
revolve around the world of micro- and nano-scopic procedures.  The technological 
advancements are sure to be significant in the areas of medical technology, faster 
computers, new energy sources, and improved materials [Wood03].  As industrial and 
scientific research moves forward toward smaller and smaller applications, there is an 
increasing importance that imaging and model reconstruction moves in this direction 
also.  Today in industry and biology, the use of modeling has become increasingly 
important in the areas of education, inspection, and reverse engineering, to name a few.  
Three real world examples where our reconstruction algorithm could be implemented are 
reverse engineering, wear and production analysis, and biological understanding. 
First we consider reverse engineering.  Our method could be used to reconstruct a 3D 
model of microscopic parts.  These reconstructed parts could be imported into a computer 
aided design (CAD) system to give specific size and dimensions of the objects.  After 
being converted to a CAD model, the part could then be imported into a finite element 
modeling software, such as ANSYS or ABACUS to simulate stress and strain 
characteristics of the model.  Finite element analysis (FEA) is becoming an increasing 




trend in industry.  FEA software programs are a good way of testing models before they 
enter the expensive and time consuming development stage of production.  They can also 
be used to analyze both the company’s and competitors’ products in order to better 
understand design flaws leading to exorbitant point stresses and eventual part failure.  
The goal is to correct potential problems that may exist and to increase the effectiveness 
and robustness of the next generation part produced. 
Next we consider wear and production analysis.  This reconstruction method can be 
used on microscopic part wear test analysis in order to obtain a better understanding of 
wear patterns that may occur and lead to possible failure during long term use of the 
product.  Another viable application for this reconstruction method is for production 
analysis and statistical specification requirements.  During the production of microscopic 
mechanical parts or microchips, a certain number of the products produced have to be 
verified to be sure that the production process is operating within its specified production 
error standards.  With the implementation of our method, this analysis could be carried 
out non-invasively and could even be altered to meet time constraints that occur during 
real time production.     
Last we consider the use of our reconstruction method for biological understanding.  
Through the use of 3D model reconstruction of microscopic biological specimens such as 
cells, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and proteins we can help create a better 
understanding of the complex biological process and help to teach people with little 
microscope understanding about these microscopic specimens and how they relate to 





In the Imaging, Robotics, and Intelligent Systems (IRIS) Laboratory at the University of 
Tennessee (UT), we are very familiar with range images and 3D model reconstruction, 
however not the kind that can be obtained from microscopes.  The range images we deal 
with are generally generated by a laser range scanner and often consist of a resolution on 
the magnitude of two millimeters.  With the LSCM, we are able to obtain range images 
through depth-from-focus with a resolution along the z axis of less than 0.2 µm, nearly 
10,000 times the resolution power currently available in our lab.  With the SEM we are 
able to obtain a resolution along the x and y axes of less then 1 angstrom (Å) [Russell04].  
Through the use of eucentrically tilted images and microphotogrammetry techniques, we 
are able to obtain nearly 5,000,000 times the resolution power along the z axis compared 
to the range scanners available in our lab.  Through this reconstruction, we hope to 
increase the size spectrum from which we operate to advance our capabilities as a lab. 
 




1.2.1 LSCM Model Reconstruction   
 
The LSCM is a unique and powerful imaging tool.  The design of the spinning Nipkow 
disk allows us to record only the light reflected at the imaging plane.  By moving either 
the specimen or the lens vertically along the z axis the LSCM provides topographic 
information about the specimen at each particular height along the axis.  By analyzing the 
multiple images along the z axis, we are able to reveal 3D information about the 
specimen.  A good way to imagine this concept is to think of looking at an empty sphere.  
If the sphere was sliced horizontally ascending along the z axis a series of rings 
increasing in size from the bottom to the middle, and then decreasing to the top would 
result (Figure 1.1).  Therefore during the imaging process, either the stage, or the lens 
needs to move along the z axis in order to record the entire specimen.  This unique 
imaging property is the key to our reconstruction process and will be discussed further in 
the text.  
This thesis will discuss the data acquisition process and give examples that further 
explain the phenomenon of “image slicing.”  Image slicing is the reason we are able to 
create both range images and 3D models from the volume data set collected from each 
scan.  The algorithms we have developed create both range images and 3D models from 
the LSCM image stacks.  Our algorithms are effective regardless of whether the 
specimens are semi-transparent, where valuable information about the specimen can be 
recovered throughout the entire stack (Figure 1.2 (a)), or opaque, in which case the 
bottom of the image stack would be obscured by the top (Figure 1.2 (b)). 
With the introduction of our reconstruction algorithm, we are able to obtain 3D 
reconstructions of any specimens that are imaged by the LSCM.  However, when 
analyzing the single view reconstruction of the gear in Figure 1.2 (b) it is apparent that it 
is not a complete model.  Due to the angle of scanning and the opaque nature of the 
specimen, only about one fifth of the side and almost none of the top or bottom have been 





Figure 1.1:  Confocal scan of a sphere illustrating the operation on a LCSM.  Each 2D 
slice along the z-axis represents a different confocal plane.  The 2D slices together 
comprise a volume data set, which can be used to produce range images and 3D models 
[Polytec02]. 
 










Figure 1.2:  The illustrations above represent a single view reconstruction obtained 
from our algorithm.  Image (a) is a 3D reconstruction of protein structures located on a 
semi-transparent cell.  Due to the semi-transparent nature of the cell, the full 
reconstruction was obtained from one image stack using our algorithm.  Image (b) is a 3D 
reconstruction of an opaque polymer watch gear.  Due to the non-transparent nature of 





  To resolve this problem, which occurs in opaque specimens and occasionally in semi-
transparent specimens, we use a multiple view method to acquire as much of the 
specimen as possible.  Our multiple view method consists of scanning and reconstructing 
different views of each specimen, then merging the views to form a more complete 
model.  This procedure is often used in laser range scanning with the difference being 
that the object remains stationary while the range scanner is moved for the acquisition of 
different views.  With microscopes we are not afforded that luxury since the optics are 
fixed in one position.  For this reason we reposition the specimen by tilting the 
mechanical stage, tilting the specimen slide, or even repositioning the specimen on the 
slide when possible.  Once the multiple views are obtained, we use the commercial 
software RapidForm® to merge the multiple views and create a more complete model.  
RapidForm® is also useful for smoothing, cleaning, and manipulating the model, as well 
as removing multiple overlapping data points that occur during the merging of multiple 
models.  Often during the merging of the many different views, the model becomes 
extremely large, making them nearly impossible to view in most 3D viewers; in this case 




RapidForm® can also be used to decimate, or thin, the number of points on the model.  
With the completion of each of the steps described above, we have succeeded in the 
reconstruction of actual models that can be used for many different practical applications 
including the ones listed previously (Figure 1.3). 
1.2.2 SEM Model Reconstruction 
The LSCM has a resolution limit of around 0.2 µm due to the physical limitations of 
light.  In order to further our research and overcome this limitation, we decided to 
incorporate the SEM for imaging situations when the resolution limits of the LSCM are 
exceeded (Figure 1.4), or we feel the need to strengthen our results by combining both 
modalities to increase the accuracy and reliability of our models.    
The SEM may sound intimidating; however once familiar with a normal light 
microscope, the concept is quite similar.  The electron microscopes operate exactly as 
optical microscopes do with the exception that they focus a beam of electrons instead of a 
beam of light to image the specimen and gain information as to its structure and 
composition.  The advantage lies in the size of the perspective wavelengths.  Visible light 
has a wavelength as small as 4,000 Å, whereas electrons can have wavelengths of 0.12 Å.  
The wavelength size difference is very important since the resolution of a microscope is 
determined by the wavelength of the primary beam.  Another important advantage when 
dealing with the SEM is the microscope’s large depth of field, thus allowing for a large 
portion of the specimen to be in focus [Chumbley04].  
Through the use of microphotogrammetry techniques, it has been shown that depth 
can be successfully recovered from two or more SEM images, assuming certain scanning 
criteria are followed [Daczmarek02].  For our depth reconstruction we have chosen to 
implement an algorithm in which three criteria must be followed.  Those three 
assumptions are: eucentric tilt, parallel projection, and constant working distance 
[Hemleb96].  With these three assumptions, we are able to select matching point pairs on 
the two eucentrically tilted SEM images and reconstruct those points to form a 3D point 
cloud model of the specimen (Figure 1.5).   
Once we have completed a series of 3D point clouds from our algorithm (Figure 
1.6), we can then import them into RapidForm® and merge the multiple views as 
discussed with the LSCM 3D models.  Although these SEM point cloud models are not 
as complete as the LSCM models, they serve to measure actual distances on the specimen 
that may be smaller than the LSCM resolution capabilities.  These SEM models can also 
be combined with the LSCM models to improve accuracy and reliability for both models, 



























A stack of 2D images 
results from the one scan 
The part is scanned under 
the microscope 
The stack is processed 
to obtain a range image
The range image is converted 
to a VRML and merged with 
another VRML created from a 
different view point 
After several views are 
merged a complete 3D 
model is obtained 
 









Figure 1.4:  Relative size chart of different organisms from one Å to one centimeter 











Figure 1.5:  Example of 3D reconstruction with the SEM.  Image (a) is a SEM image 
of a mold spore with the points highlighted in red representing the points that were 
selected for reconstruction.  Image (b) is the 3D VRML point cloud model for the selected 
points.  The point cloud is being viewed from the side, with the line representing those 
























A 2D image results from the 
one scan 
The specimen is scanned under 
the microscope 
The coinciding points are 
picked on the image pair and 
input into our program along 
with magnification and tilt 
information 
The specimen is tilted 
eucentrically and  scanned 
again, keeping the parameters 
constant 
A 3D cloud of points is output 
by the program 
 




1.3 Document Organization 
The remainder of this thesis documents the details of our algorithms and the above 
contributions.  In Chapter 2, we discuss in depth the LSCM and SEM focusing on their 
history and the optical and physical mechanics of the microscopes.  Then, we will discuss 
the data acquisition and sample preparation process of the LSCM and the SEM 
specimens and give examples that further support our methodology in Chapter 3.  Next, 
Chapter 4 documents the theory that supports LSCM and SEM 3D reconstruction 
methodology.  After combining the theory from each of these chapters, we develop our 
3D model reconstruction algorithms.  The results from these integrations are shown in 
Chapter 5.  These experimental results demonstrate the robust capabilities of our 
algorithms and their successful application to a variety of specimens of different sizes 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter presents a review of the research literature.  In Section 2.1, we introduce the 
reader to the LSCM by giving a brief history and introduction to the optical mechanics of 
the microscope, as well as its advantages and disadvantages.  In Section 2.2, we will 
discuss the SEM by also giving a brief history and introduction to the optical mechanics of 
the microscope, as well as its advantages and disadvantages.   
2.1 Confocal Microscopy 
Marvin Minsky invented the confocal microscope in 1957.  In Minsky’s patent, a 
pinpoint of light was focused on to the specimen, the reflected light was focused into a 
pinhole, and the light that passed by the pinhole was optically coupled to the image plane.  
The sample was moved in order to scan it, rather than using scanning mirrors, and the 
image was produced by using a long-persistence cathode-ray tube [Minsky57].  In the 
late 1960’s, Petran and Hardravsky took the next major step in confocal microscopy.  
Their design used the classic Nipkow disk (Figure 2.1).  When the Nipkow disk is spun 
rapidly a confocal tandem scanning microscope (TSM) is produced, allowing for real 
time confocal imaging.     
The Nipkow disk causes the light that passes though the disk to be converted into 
multiple points of light by the tiny apertures located on the disk.  Light then reflects off of 
the sample and passes through the diametrically opposite apertures to form a line scan of 
the image.  The use of the tiny apertures prevent most of the reflected light from above or 
below the focal plane from passing through, thus only allowing an in-focus light image to 
pass to the eye or onto an image sensor.  If hundreds of apertures are used and they form 
a symmetrical pattern, then a real time confocal image can be achieved when spun at a 
high rate. 
With the invention of lasers in the 1970’s, it was only a matter of time before they 
were incorporated into the confocal microscope.  That step was taken in 1987 when 
Aslund developed the LSCM.  Today several different commercial high performance 
TSM and LSCM systems are commercially available [Schmidt92].  These systems 
combine the microscope with a very powerful computer and software. Although the 
confocal microscope was first invented in 1957, due to technological advances confocal 
microscopy is just recently being developed as a reliable tool for analyzing the 
topography of extremely tiny specimens or the topography of a tiny section of a 
specimen.  







Figure 2.1:  Classic Nipkow disk is a mechanical, geometrically operating image 
scanning device, invented by Paul Gottlieb Nipkow, which was primarily used as a 
fundamental component in mechanical television; however it was soon found to be useful 




The term confocal means “single focus” [Schmidt92].  That is what makes the confocal 
microscope unique in its ability to disregard light above and below a selected focal plane, 
thus producing an image of an extremely thin optical section.  This imaging is done 
through the use of very small apertures that prevent out-of-focus light from reaching the 
image plane.  Light is passed through a pinhole aperture and then through an objective 
lens.  Light then reflects off the specimen and back through the objective lens.  Before the 
light can reach the eyepiece or image sensor, it must pass through another pinpoint 
aperture at the focal plane.  The pinpoint apertures block out the reflected light other than 
that at the focal plane and thus produce an image with sharp contrast levels and excellent 
resolution (Figure 2.2).  A complete image can be obtained by moving either the sample 
or the light source in an appropriate scan pattern and then viewing or recording the results 
(Figure 1.1). 
As discussed earlier, the TSM uses a rotating disk with a large number of tiny 
apertures in a spiral pattern.  The white light passes through the apertures in the disk, 
through the objective lens, and then reflects off the specimen.  The reflected light travels 
back through the lens and through another aperture in the rotating disk where it is either 
seen by the eye or imaged by a computer.   The spiral pattern on the rotating disk allows 
for a rapid scan of the specimen, giving a real time image.  In order to change the image 
to the desired focal plane, either the objective lens or the specimen must be moved up or 
down along the z-axis (Figure 2.3). 
 
 














Figure 2.2:  Confocal principal.  Out of focus light is filtered out and only light from 

































Figure 2.3:  TSM optical diagram.  The TSM uses a white light source and has the 
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Changing of the image depth can be done either manually or electronically.  
Typically, manual adjustments are used for coarse movements; they are controlled by 
high precision gears that provide accurate movement down to 0.5 µm.  The electronic 
adjustments are used for finer, more precise adjustments and are controlled by 
piezoelectric translators that provide accurate movement as small as 0.02 µm increments 
over a range of 50 µm.   This precise control capability allows the user the ability to 
acquire a complete data set by selecting the proper distance intervals between each 
optical slice along the z-axis [Yatchmenoff] (Figure 2.4). 
The primary factors controlling the optical section thickness are functions of the 
microscope parameters, particularly the size of the aperture and the numerical aperture of 
the lens.  When using a LSCM, the wavelength of the laser also becomes a factor.  Since 
the TSM uses a white light source that has a low intensity, it has both desirable and 
undesirable effects.  One of the positive attributes of the TSM is it can be used on the 
more fragile biomaterials that could not withstand the intensity of a laser.  Problems can 
arise in that specimens can only be scanned in a reflective mode and the low intensity of 
the light prohibits the imaging of fluorescent specimens [Richardson90]. 
The LSCM is designed with the same concept as the TSM with the main difference 
being that it uses a laser instead of a white light source and there is only one tiny aperture 
for the light to pass through (Figure 2.5).  The reason for this design is that unlike a white 
light source, which is very scattered, a laser beam is very compact and therefore does not 
need to pass through the first aperture.  However, a macrolens is often used to increase 
resolution (Fig 2.6).  Light leaves the laser, passes through the objective lens and reflects 
off the specimen.  The reflected light then travels back through the lens and then through 
a tiny aperture that allows only the focused light to enter a detection device.  The light 
that is allowed to enter is then imaged by a computer.  The use of the tiny aperture allows 
only light from the focal plane to enter the detector, thus a higher longitudinal resolution 
is achieved.  Just like the TSM, in order to change the focal plane, either the objective 
lens or the specimen must be moved up or down along the z-axis.  The depth can be 
controlled either manually or electronically, as described earlier with the TSM, although 
a very high majority of the time the movements are done electronically.  The two main 
limitations of the LSCM are that some specimens may be damaged by the intensity of the 
laser and the resolution limitations.  Although the LSCM damaging a specimen is rare 
when dealing with polymers or metals, it becomes a very real concern when dealing with 
sensitive biomaterials.  This problem is often dealt with on a case-by-case determination 
and can be helped by using special filters and limiting the scan times so the laser is in 
contact with the specimen as little as possible [Richardson90].  The resolution problem is 
a little more concrete.  Due to the wavelength of the laser, the resolution limitations are 
still a very real problem.  Although the use of the laser has increased the resolution over 
that of the TSM, it is still far less than electron microscopes (Figure 1.4) [Grimes00].  
The illustration in Chapter 1 of the relative size of cells and their components and the 
resolution limitations of both the light microscope and the electron microscope enforces 
the reason for using the SEM to image specimens that are too small for the use of the 
LSCM.   
 














Figure 2.4:  This figure illustrates the use of optical sections to completely cover the 








































Figure 2.6:  LSCM optical diagram [Sciscope04].  With the use of a macrolens the 




2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
In the 1930’s, scientist were looking for ways to overcome the limitations that they 
faced when dealing with the standard light microscope.  By this time the theoretical 
limitations of the light microscope, which are limited by the physics of light to 500x or 
1000x magnification and a resolution of 0.2 µm, were being met.  In order to overcome 
these limitations electron microscopy was born [Roberson03]. 
The first commercial scanning electron microscope was placed on the market in 
1965; however, the development started about 30 years before that. The foundations were 
laid in the 1930s by Max Knoll and Manfred Von Ardenne.  Knoll was the co-inventor of 
the TEM along with Ernst Ruska.  Knoll was the first to obtain scanned electron images 
from the surface of a solid.  His apparatus had virtually all other features of an SEM.  
However it did not use additional electron lenses to reduce the size of the probe below 
100 µm.  Von Ardenne developed the first electron microscope with a submicron probe.  
He established many of the principles underlying the SEM, including the formation of the 
electron probe and its deflection, the positioning of the detector, and ways of amplifying 
the very small signal current. The technology necessary for the realization of his ideas 
was only just becoming available and because of the very short time he had for the 
development of an SEM (due to the onset of World War II) he was unable to put them 
into practice.  In 1944 Von Ardenne’s scanning microscope was destroyed in an air raid 
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on Berlin, and after that he did not resume his work in electron microscopy.  It was 
Vladimir K. Zworykin and his team at the RCA Research Laboratories that took on the 
project of building an SEM in parallel with the development of their TEM.  They started 
their project in 1938 and continued until about 1942.  They were the first to actually build 
a SEM which had several important and original features.  However its performance was 
not adequate to persuade electron microscopists of its usefulness.  In 1942 they 
discontinued the project due to their lack of success, and to concentrate on their TEM 
which was obtaining excellent results [McMullan95].  In 1948, Charles Oatley at the 
Cambridge University Engineering Department revived the idea of creating a useful 
SEM.  Over the next 15 years a succession of his research students built five SEMs of 
increasingly improved performance culminating in the production of a commercial 
instrument by the Cambridge Instrument Company.  About six months later, after the 
Cambridge Instrument Company sold its first commercial SEM (Figure 2.7), the Japanese 
firm JEOL marketed their own version, the JSM-1.  There were other research groups in 
the United States, Soviet Union, and Japan who were also researching the SEM during 
the same time period, but either did not come up with a quality product, or did not 
publish their results [Smith97]. 
Electron microscopes operate exactly as optical microscopes do with the exception 
being that they focus a beam of electrons instead of a beam of light to image the 
specimen and gain information as to its structure and composition.  The electron 
microscope takes advantage of the wave nature of rapidly moving electrons.  Visible light 
has wavelengths from 4,000 to 7,000 Å, where as electrons accelerated to 10,000 KeV 
have a wavelength of 0.12 Å.  For this and other reasons, the SEM does hold several 
advantages over the standard optical microscope.  The SEM has a large depth of field, 
which allows a large amount of the sample to be in focus at one time. The SEM also 
produces images of high resolution, which means that closely spaced features can be 
examined at a high magnification. Preparation of the samples is relatively easy when 
dealing with conductive specimens.  However, the process can become a bit more 
laborious when dealing with biological specimens, which may have to be dehydrated and 
coated with a conductive material before scanning. The combination of high 
magnification, large depth of focus, excellent resolution, and ease of sample observation 
makes the SEM one of the most heavily used instruments in research areas today 
[Chumbley04]. 
During SEM operation, one of the most important aspects of operation is that there 
must always be a vacuum in the column and specimen chamber.  Several reasons exist for 
the necessary vacuum. If the sample is in a gas filled environment, an electron beam 
cannot be generated or maintained because of a high instability in the beam.  Gases could 
react with the electron source, causing it to burn out.  This situation could also cause 
electrons in the beam to ionize, which produces random discharges and leads to 
instability in the beam. The transmission of the beam through the electron optic column 
would also be hindered by the presence of other molecules. Those other molecules, which 
could come from the sample or the microscope itself, could form compounds and 
condense on the sample.  
 







Figure 2.7:  The prototype of the first Stereoscan SEM, supplied by the Cambridge 
Instrument Company to the DuPont Company, U.S.A. [Smith97] 
 
 
This would lower the contrast and obscure detail in the image.  The requirement of a 
vacuum is the reason biological specimens have to be dried as discussed earlier.  A 
vacuum environment is also necessary in part of the sample preparation. One such 
example is the sputter coater. If the chamber is not at vacuum before the sample is coated, 
gas molecules would get in the way of the argon, carbon, or gold coat. This problem 
could lead to uneven coating, or no coating [Chumbley04]. 
Once a vacuum is obtained in the column, the next step is to create the electrons.  A 
stream of electrons is created by the filament, often called the electron gun.  SEMs may 
be classified into three generations according to the type of source used to produce the 
electron beam. Tungsten filaments were used in the oldest instruments with the poorest 
resolution, the originals having beam diameters of around 20 nanometers (nm), although 
they are still the most popular and, due to technical advancements, can now reach 
resolutions of three nm [Jeol04]. The next generation used lanthanum hexaboride emitters 
and had beam diameters of five to six nm. The most modern instruments use a field 
emission (FE) source and have a beam diameter of about 1.5 nm.  To stimulate the 
electron gun, a voltage is applied, causing it to heat up.  The anode, which is positive 
with respect to the filament, forms powerful attractive forces for electrons.  This causes 
electrons to accelerate toward the anode (Figure 2.8).  






























The electrons that accelerate past the anode head down the column toward the 
specimen.  Along the way electromagnetic lens are used to confine and focus the 
electrons into a monochromatic beam with the use of metal apertures (Figure 2.9) and 
magnetic lenses.  Due to the lateral and radial force that is applied to the electrons by the 
magnetic lenses, they form a spiraling pattern that becomes tighter the further they travel 
down the path (Figure 2.10).  The beam is focused by two successive condenser lenses 
into a beam with a very fine spot size ranging from 1.5 – 3.0 nm (Figure 2.11). The beam 
then passes through the objective lens, where pairs of scanning coils deflect the beam 
either linearly or in a raster fashion over a rectangular area of the sample surface. 
As the primary electron beam reacts with the surface of the specimen, one of the 
unique aspects of the SEM is the way the different electron reactions can be measured.  
These reactions can be used to study different aspects of each sample, such as 
topography, atomic number, and material density.  The reactions that are shown to occur 
on the top of the specimen are the reactions which occur on thick or bulk specimens and 
can be measured with the SEM.  The zone in which such interaction occurs and in which 
different signals are produced is called “interaction volume” or “electron-diffusion 
cloud.” The size of the interaction volume is proportional to the energy of primary 
electrons.  Its shape is dependent upon scattering processes by the mean atomic number. 
The bulk specimen interactions that are measured by the SEM are secondary electrons 
(SE), back scattered electrons (BSE), and absorbed electrons produced flowing off as 
specimen current. In addition, X-rays, Auger electrons, and cathodoluminescence are 
produced (Figure 2.12). These emitted particles can be collected with the appropriate 
detector to yield valuable information about the material.  The reaction occurring on the 
bottom of the sample can only be obtained when dealing with thin or foil specimens and 
must be measured using a TEM. 
Each of the five interactions that occur between the incident beam and the sample 
have unique properties and therefore offer different ways of capturing specimen 
information.  While the specimen is being struck with an electron beam, these 
interactions occur in what is known as the “specimen interaction volume” (Figure 2.13).  
This volume depends on three main factors: atomic number, accelerating voltage, and 
angle of incidence.  A larger atomic number of the material being examined results in a 
smaller interaction volume.  Higher acceleration voltages allow the primary electrons 
(PE) to penetrate farther into the sample and therefore results in a larger interaction 
volume.  The third factor is the angle of incidence of the PE beam.  The greater the angle, 
further from the normal, the smaller the volume of interaction will be.  The reactions that 
fail to exit the top of the surface are either absorbed by the specimen or, if the sample is 
thin enough, transmitted through the other side.  In the latter case, a transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) would be needed to measure and record the electrons.  Below we will 
explain the five interactions that occur, along with the inherent imaging advantages of 











Figure 2.9:  Diagram illustrating the forces applied to the electrons by the magnetic 








Figure 2.10:  Illustration of the electron beam path through the optical column 
[Chumbley04]. 
 









Figure 2.11:  Diagram illustrating the electron beam as it travels though the condenser 










Figure 2.12:  Illustration of the interaction that occurs when the primary electron (PE) 
beam strikes the sample [Chumbley04]. 
 
 







Figure 2.13: An example of a typical interaction volume for a specimen that is 
predominately low atomic number and has an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and zero 




Secondary electrons (SE) are the primary imaging method used when imaging with 
the SEM.  Secondary electrons are caused by an incident electron passing “near” an atom 
in the specimen, near enough to impart some of its energy to a lower energy electron, 
usually in the K-shell. This causes a slight energy loss and path change in the incident 
electron and the ionization of the electron in the specimen atom. This ionized electron 
then leaves the atom with a very small kinetic energy, around 5eV, and is then termed a 
“secondary electron”. Each incident electron can produce several secondary electrons.  
The production of secondary electrons is directly related to topography; for this reason it 
is the most used method in scanning electron microscopy.  Due to their low energy (5eV) 
only secondaries that are very near the surface (within 10 nm) can exit the sample and be 
examined.  Any changes in topography in the sample that are larger than this sampling 
depth will change the yield of secondaries due to collection efficiencies. Collection of 
these electrons is aided by using a “collector” in conjunction with the secondary electron 
detector. The collector is a grid or mesh with a +100V potential applied to it which is 
placed in front of the detector, attracting the negatively charged secondary electrons to it 
which then pass through the grid-holes and into the detector to be counted.  The signal 
can be intensified when the primary beam hits the samples at an angle of less than 90°.  
This effect is referred to as inclination contrast. If radiation can penetrate specimen 
structures such as tips, fibers, or edges, the images of these structures will be very bright 
resulting in a high SE yield, thus producing what is known as edge contrast. The SE 
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signal, comprising the essential information on topography, produces electron-
micrographs of high resolution. 
Backscattered electrons (BSE) are caused by an incident electron colliding with an 
atom in the specimen which is nearly normal to the incident’s path. The incident electron 
is then scattered “backward” 180 degrees.  The production of backscattered electrons 
varies directly with the specimen’s atomic number. This differing production rate causes 
higher atomic number elements to appear brighter than lower atomic number elements. 
This interaction is utilized to differentiate parts of the specimen that have different 
average atomic number. 
Auger electrons and X-rays are both caused by the de-energization of the specimen 
atom after a secondary electron is produced. Since a lower (usually K-shell) electron was 
emitted from the atom during the secondary electron process, an inner lower energy shell 
now has a vacancy. A higher energy electron from the same atom can “fall” to a lower 
energy, filling the vacancy.  As the electron “falls” it emits energy, usually X-rays, to 
balance the total energy of the atom.  This condition creates an energy surplus in the atom 
which can be corrected by emitting an outer lower energy electron called an Auger 
electron.  Both Auger electrons and X-rays have a characteristic energy, unique to each 
element from which it was emitted. These electrons and signals are collected and sorted 
according to energy to give compositional information about the specimen.  However, 
since Auger electrons have relatively low energy they are only emitted from the bulk 
specimen within a depth of less than three nm. 
Cathodoluminescence (CL) is the light emitted by specimens as a result of electron 
bombardment in the approximate wavelength range 160-2000 nm. Visible light has a 
wavelength of 400-800 nm. Wavelengths shorter than this are in the UV range, and 
longer than this in the infrared range. CL is emitted from a generation volume after any 
optical absorption and internal reflection processes have taken place. It is only one of the 
processes by which the energy of the interaction is dissipated. X rays are much higher 
energy and of a characteristic value which provides a fingerprint of the elements present. 
CL is associated with much lower energy transitions. For this reason, CL is not governed 
by elements present and is not used as an elemental analysis technique. Rather CL is 
governed by other factors such as physical chemistry, opto-electronic properties, 
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3 DATA ACQUISITION 
This chapter outlines the process of data acquisition for both the SEM and the LSCM.  In 
Section 3.1, we introduce the reader to the placement schemes and specimen preparation 
methods devised to prepare and acquire the desired quality and angle of image for both 
modalities. Section 3.2 discusses the art of acquiring images through the use of the LSCM 
and takes the reader on a step by step process for the acquisition, along with a few lessons 
we have learned along the way.  Section 3.3 follows the same outline as we did for the 
LSCM, this time discussing the SEM. 
3.1 Preparation and Placement Techniques 
Placement schemes and specimen preparation is an important step in the data acquisition 
process.  Without the proper specimen preparation, the data obtained from the 
microscope will be of a lower quality than it could be, perhaps useless.  Once the 
specimen is prepared, the reconstructed model will be incomplete and full of holes 
without the proper placement schemes.  This section will be broken up into two 
subsections, LSCM and SEM.  Under each section we will discuss the preparation and 
placement techniques involved for both biological and industrial specimens, along with 
the difficulties and advantages imposed by each. 
 
3.1.1 LSCM Preparation  
 
Specimen preparation for the LSCM can be broken down into two categories, dry-ridged 
and wet-non-ridged specimens.  Dry-ridged specimens consist of both biological and 
industrial objects that are ridged in nature and can be manipulated on a slide, such as 
mechanical objects, arthropods, hair, and dry skin cells, to name a few.  Wet-non-ridged 
specimens would consist mainly of biological objects that deform upon dehydration, such 
as blood cells, viruses, or living aqueous bacteria.  Specimen preparation for dry-ridged 
specimens is quite effortless compared to that of wet-non-ridged specimens.   
For dry-ridged specimens, the object needs to be lightly secured to a specimen slide 
with a type of adhesive material.  The two forms of materials we often use are double 
sided tape and putty.  With either substance, we are able to manipulate the specimen and 
position them at different angles as described in the next section.  For extremely small 
samples when a high powered oil immersion lens is used, a cover slip needs to be placed 
on top of the specimen.  In this case it is very important not to deform the specimen by 
placing force on it from the objective lens or the weight of the cover slip.  The easiest and 
most often used method for doing this task is to place four balls of putty around the 
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specimen and place the cover slip on top of the putty, pushing it down until the cover slip 
is as close to the specimen as can be without touching it.   
For wet-non-ridged specimens, often the best means of imaging is through 
fluorescence due to the nearly transparent makeup of such specimens.  In the case that the 
object can be viewed without being stained, we use a Delta T dish and dipping lens to 
image the specimen.  The Delta T specimen holder is a cylindrical dish about 17 mm high 
with a circular opening in the top of the holder that is specifically made for containing 
aqueous solutions during scanning.  The specimen can be placed directly in the dish with 
the aqueous solution which it is already being stored or grown.  The dipping objective 
lens is immersed in the liquid and the specimen can be viewed under normal laser light.  
One of the advantages of this method is that living specimens do not have to be killed 
during the process.  The problem with this approach is that most semi-transparent 
specimens, such as cells, do not reflect enough light for quality imaging.  To solve this 
problem, fluorescents are often used.  Preparation of fluorescents can be obtained in three 
main steps: fixation, staining, and mounting.  Hundreds of different fixation, staining, and 
mounting combinations can be used to achieve different desired effects.    
For our experiments, we chose to use a common method for fixation and staining, 
below we will describe this method and explain the reasons we chose it.  The first step of 
preparation is to use fixation to preserve the morphology of the cells.  We chose 
formaldehyde for our fixative.  Formaldehyde does a good job of preserving most cellular 
structures detectable at the confocal microscope level while reacting faster than other 
cross linking fixation methods.  Once we apply the fixation, we wash the sample three 
times in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then apply the stain.  We use the direct 
labeling staining method with a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) stain.  FITC is a very 
common fluorescent green stain that bonds well with the membrane of cells.  After 
applying the stain we wash the sample again, three times in PBS.  Next, we mount the 
specimen in our mounting solution and apply the cover slip to the specimen slide.  In 
order to keep the coverslip from contacting the specimen, we apply a layer of nail polish 
to the slide around the specimen and allow it to dry before placing the cover slip on.  
Next we seal the cover slip to the specimen slide by applying a layer of the same nail 
polish around the edge of the cover slip.  Now that the specimen is prepared and ready to 
be imaged, it is very important that the slide be kept away from as much light as possible.  
The more light the specimen is subject to, the more photo-bleaching will occur which can 




3.1.2 LSCM Placement Techniques 
 
Optimal specimen placement for multiple view scanning is a challenging problem to 
solve since the problem is mainly dependent on the complexity of the shape of the 
specimen that is being imaged.  Many of the papers written today focus on the problem of 
next best view (NBV) from the idea of having a stationary specimen and moving the 
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scanner to the next optimal position until complete coverage has been obtained.  The 
problem we have with microscopes is that the sensor is fixed in a stationary position and 
the specimen has to be moved.  This situation becomes a difficult problem for three main 
reasons: 
1. When dealing with the confocal microscope, the specimen stage is limited to 
movement in the x, y, and z directions.  Therefore the specimen must be tilted 
manually either on the slide, or by leaving the specimen in place and tilting the entire 
slide to the desired angle.  Another, more expensive solution would be to purchase 
and install a multi-axis stage.  Manually moving the specimen is an intricate process, 
especially when dealing with one that is of sub-millimeter size. 
2. Another problem that often arises when dealing with a micron sized specimen is that 
there are several specimens located on the stage.  This case occurs with items such as 
blood cells, pollen, DNA, and many other specimens that are especially hard to 
isolate.  This aspect can be very challenging in obtaining multiple angles of a single 
specimen.  The challenge comes when trying to find a specimen that is not occluded 
by another and locating that same specimen after tilting the stage to another angle 
from which to image.  These two problems are not altogether impossible to deal with, 
however they do complicate the acquisition component of the research. 
3. The third problem is the most complicated one.  When dealing with biological 
specimen such as cells, a multi-view data set is nearly impossible.  Due to the size of 
the specimen, the 100x oil emersion objective lens must be used for imaging.  This 
lens poses a serious problem due to the lens working distance of less than a 
millimeter.  With such a small working distance, it is difficult to tilt the specimen 
stage in order to view the specimen at different angles.  The only other option is to 
manually tilt the specimen on the stage.  However, due to the fixation process, this 
approach would destroy the fragile infrastructure of the cell.   
When dealing with situations like the third case, our only option is to recover the 
information from one view point.  However, we were able to solve the problem for the 
other two cases based on heuristic methods rather than theoretical ones.  Our method for 
obtaining multiple views is basically two fold.  When dealing with ridged specimens that 
can easily be manipulated, we place either a piece of double sided tape or putty on the 
specimen slide.  With this adhesive surface we are able to use a trial and error approach 
that focuses on obtaining several overlapping views by imaging the specimen, tilting it 
roughly 30°, imaging it again, and repeat until we believe that every surface on the 
specimen has been imaged.  The next method is used for samples that require a 
coversheet, or are too fragile to manipulate manually, yet are large enough to be imaged 
under an objective lens with a respectable working distance. For these specimens, the 
best option is to tilt the specimen stage in both x and y directions to image as much 
surface area as possible, with the realization that the bottom of the reconstructed 
specimen will be incomplete.  With both of the methods described above, after 
reconstructing and merging the multiple views, we will often need to return to the 
microscope and acquire more data in order to fill in the areas that were missed on the first 
attempt.  While this is not the most time efficient or autonomous method, it was the most 
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cost effective and practical one for our experiments and has been effective in 
reconstructing our models. 
 
3.1.3 SEM Preparation  
 
Just like with the LSCM, the preparation stage of data acquisition for the SEM is the 
most critical for obtaining quality data.  SEM preparation varies for industrial and 
biological specimens, and even varies among those two categories.  As discussed in depth 
earlier, the two main requirements of preparation for the SEM are that the sample must be 
conductive and dehydrated.  Industrial man-made specimens are usually the easier of the 
two types of samples to prepare.  Two main types of industrial samples that relate to the 
SEM are conductive and non-conductive.   Conductive samples such as metallic objects 
require little preparation.  Usually for these specimens we simply mount them on a SEM 
stub using a conductive double-sided copper tape. 
  The second form of sample, non-conductive dry specimens, require more 
preparation.  Again we mount them on the stub using the double-sided tape, but we also 
sputter coat (Figure 3.1) them to add a conductive film over the specimen.  It is best not 
to touch the samples or the sample stages, before or after sputter coating, with ungloved 
hands.  Skin can deposit oils and residues onto the samples causing a decrease in image 
quality.  We prepare the industrial samples at a work table equipped with a 10x 
microscope and adjustable lamps (Figure 3.2) to help view the samples, as well as use 
different sized and shaped tweezers to assist in the handling of both the samples and the 
stub.   
Biological samples are inherently, although not always, harder to prepare for SEM 
imaging.  Three types of biological samples are dry non-conductive, tough non-
conductive wet specimens, and soft non-conductive wet specimens.  Dry non-conductive 
biological specimens such as mold spores are the simplest of biological samples to 
prepare.  Unlike other forms of biological samples they do not need to be dehydrated, 
which means they can be prepared in the same manner as the non-conductive industrial 
samples.  Simply place them on a piece of double-sided conductive tape, then sputter 
coat, and they are ready to be imaged.  The second type of biological specimens is the 
tough non-conductive wet specimens, such as arthropods and mollusks.   
Tough non-conductive wet specimens should be dehydrated before mounting.  Air-
drying the specimen may be sufficient. Normally, these specimens are dehydrated by 
immersion in increasing concentrations of ethanol up to 100% ethanol. The specimen 
may be air dried from a transitional solvent that has a lower surface tension than ethanol. 
Common transitional solvents include acetone and Hexamethyldisilzane (HMDS). Dried 
specimens are very fragile and must be handled with care.  Once the specimens are dried, 
we mount them on a SEM specimen stub and sputter coat them with gold.  The soft non-
conductive wet specimens are by far the hardest to prepare; they consist of proteins, 
algae, animal and plant cells, and internal cell structures.   
 
 









Figure 3.1:  Image (a) is a sputter coating machine that coats the non conductive 
specimens with a conductive layer of gold or carbon 7.5nm – 30nm thick.  Image (b) 








Figure 3.2:  Preparation table with 10x microscope and adjustable lights to help in 
preparation of the specimen on the SEM stub. 
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Soft non-conductive wet specimens have to be fixed, dehydrated, mounted, and then 
sputter coated.  The process is similar to the LSCM process for mounting cells with a few 
variations.  First the specimen must be fixed.  The fixation process is used to preserve the 
structure of the freshly killed material in a state that most closely resembles the structure 
and composition of the original living state.  For this process we use formaldehyde due to 
its fast penetration and cross linking properties.  Next, we wash the specimen and then 
proceed to the dehydration process.  To dehydrate the specimen, we replace the water in 
the specimen with 100% ethanol and then proceed to critical point drying.  During critical 
point drying, the ethanol changes to liquid CO2 and then to gaseous CO2, thus 
completely dehydrating the specimen.  Finally, we mount the specimen on the stub with 
extreme caution as the dehydrated specimen structures are very fragile.  Once the 
specimen is mounted, we proceed to sputter coat it with gold.    
Sputter coating as mentioned briefly above is the process of applying a thin coat of 
conductive material to an otherwise non-conductive specimen.  The two most common 
sputter coating materials are gold and carbon; however, we only use gold due to its 
superior refractive properties.  Below is a list of the operating procedures taken when 
sputter coating a sample in our lab. 
1. Carefully remove coater bell jar and place the specimen stubs in the holder.  
Replace the bell jar by twisting the jar carefully back into place to ensure a good 
seal.  
2. Close left PRESSURE CONTROL knob to VENT and turn pressure control fully 
to DECREASE.  
3. Turn on POWER. Wait for vacuum gauge to fall below 140 millitorr.  
4. Set HIGH VOLTAGE to 9, PROCESS CONTROL to AUTO, set timer knob to 3 
- 4 minutes. A 3 minute run at a setting of 9 will coat specimen with about 30 nm 
of gold. This is sufficient for most specimens.  
5. Turn HIGH VOLTAGE to ON and a purplish glow appears in chamber.  
6. Watch the “AC milliamperes” gauge and control the coating by adjusting the 
“INCREASE – DECREASE” knob so that the gauge reads “10.” From this point 
on, it is not necessary to pay attention to the vacuum gauge. The INCREASE-
DECREASE knob controls a bleed valve that lets small quantities of air into the 
bell jar. Initially, it will take a number of turns to let air in. After the initial 
adjustment, only slight turns of the knob are needed.  
7. When the timer runs out and glow disappears, turn the HIGH VOLTAGE knob to 
0 and turn HIGH VOLTAGE switch OFF.  
8. Turn off POWER, turn left PRESSURE CONTROL knob to VENT.  
9. After 1 - 2 minutes carefully remove bell jar, and remove stubs.  
10. Replace bell jar. 
Now that the specimen is fully prepared, the next step is to place the specimen in the 
SEM and begin imaging. 
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3.1.4 SEM Placement Techniques 
 
Due to the operational aspects of the SEM (Figure 3.3), multi-view techniques are done 
with the use of the five-axis fully motorized Cartesian stage.  With the exception of 
ridged conductive samples, they can be removed from the stub and repositioned on the 
conductive tape to allow for imaging of the underside of the sample.  Ridged non-
conductive samples can also be removed and prepared again so the underside of the 
sample can be imaged.  However, they would have to be sputter coated again, and for 
high magnification samples, multiple sputter coats could affect the integrity of the image.  
For delicate biological samples, such as cells, the idea of removing them from the stub 
and re-fixing them in another position without damaging the structure of the cell is nearly 
impossible.  Therefore we have to rely fully on the stage for multiple views and release 
any hopes of imaging the underside of the specimen.  Luckily, the stage is a very precise 
and operational piece of equipment.  As mentioned above, the SEM stage is a five-axis 
fully motorized Cartesian stage.  The stage specifications are: 
• Movements X = 0 - 125 mm  
Y = 0 - 100 mm 
Z =  0 - 55 mm 
• Rotation 0° - 360° continuous  
• Tilt  0° - 90° 
The one limitation the stage imposes on the user is the lack of a negative tilt direction.  
This limitation is a slight inconvenience when attempting to image stereo pairs of a 
sample with an optimal reference plane of 0°.  However this limitation can be overcome 
two ways.  The first and less desirable way, is by making the reference planes in between 
0° (the right image) and X° (the left image).  The downfall of this method is that the 
larger the angle from the normal to the primary electron beam, the more charging that is 
inherently introduced and thus results in a lower quality image.  For the optimal solution, 
we have a sample stage with a 45° angle.  This sample stage allows us to tilt the specimen 
stage at an angle of 45°, which is then perpendicular to the primary electron beam.  In 
turn, we are able to change the tilt angle from 0° to 90°, to -45° to 45°, thus allowing us 
to use the 0° position as our reference angle.    
Once the scans of the first two angles (with 0° as the reference angle) are complete 
we tilt the stage so the new reference angle is set at 30° and repeat the process.  Now we 
rotate the stage 30°, leaving it at the same angle, and repeat the process.  We continue 
rotating the stage 30° and scanning until we have traveled the full 360°.  At this point, the 



















Figure 3.3:  The inside chamber of the SEM.  The SEM specimen stage is located in 
the center of the image with the optical column located directly above the stage and the 
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3.2 Confocal Microscope  
Data acquisition with the confocal microscope is a precise procedure that takes a 
deep understanding of the optical mechanics of the microscope along with experience to 
master the art of operating this powerful imaging tool.  This section explains the data 
acquisition process that we use for acquiring images with the confocal microscope along 
with operational methods and tricks that have been learned along the way to enhance the 
quality of the final image stack. The microscope being used on this project is the Leica 
TSC SP2 LSCM (Figure 3.4).  
Once the specimen is properly prepared, as discussed earlier, then it is time to begin 
imaging with the microscope.  In order to obtain good consistent images, it is imperative 
that the correct startup method is followed.  The startup procedure is as follows: 
1. Flip the UV lamp ON and allow it to warm up for 10 minutes. 
2. Flip the main microscope switch (Figure 3.5, #2) ON.  
3. Flip the laser fan button (Figure 3.5, #3) ON and check to make sure that you hear 
the fan start up from behind the microscope. 
4. Flip the scanner power button (Figure 3.5, #4) ON and wait for at least 20 seconds 
before starting the software. 














                                                 
     
 




6. Turn the Ar/ArKr laser key (Figure 3.5, #6) to the ON position and allow the laser 
to warm up for at least 30 minutes, although best results are achieved after one 
hour. 
7. Turn GreenHeNe key (Figure 3.5, #7) to the ON position and allow the laser to 
warm up for 15 minutes. 
8. Turn the HeNe key (Figure 3.5, #8) to the ON position and allow the laser to 
warm up for 15 minutes. 
9. Log into window.  This is usually done beforehand by the microscope 
administrator. 
10. Open the Leica Confocal software, click on the start pull-down menu and select 
personal.   
Note: steps 6, 7, and 8 can be done at the same time, or on a need basis. 
At this point the microscope and the software are running and fully functional.  Now the 
correct objective lens must be selected for imaging the specimen.  In order to select the 
proper objective lens, the properties of each available lens should be considered and then 
matched up with the needs imposed by the specimen being imaged.  The main factors 
related to the lenses are magnification, lateral and axial resolution, and the working 
distance.  The magnification is the least complex of the decisions.  In order to get the 
total magnification of the microscope, simply multiply the objective lens magnification 
by a factor of ten.  For the LSCM we have objective lenses ranging from 10x – 100x, 
therefore our minimum magnification is 100x and our maximum is 1000x.  When 
choosing the objective lens, one should keep in mind that the size of the viewing window 
is determined by the magnification.  When using a 10x objective lens, the viewing 
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window in the x and y direction is 1.5 by 1.5 mm respectively, and when using the 100x 
objective, that window is reduced to 0.15 by 0.15 mm.  This fact is important because if 
the specimen is 1mm by 1mm then we would be forced to use the 10x objective lens in 
order to view the entire specimen in one scan.  If we use a higher objective lens, we 
would be force to merge the incomplete views from two or more scans (Figure 3.6). 
The next factors are lateral resolution, axial resolution, and working distance.  The 
limit of resolution is defined as the smallest separation between two point objects while 
still allowing them to be resolved.  This concept is vital because if the specimen has very 
small structures, it is important to know whether your objective lens will be able to 
resolve them.  An example of this concept is presented below (Figure 3.7) where point 
sources of light from a specimen appear as Airy diffraction patterns at the microscope 
intermediate image plane. 
The limit of resolution of a microscope objective refers to its ability to distinguish 
between two closely spaced Airy disks in the diffraction pattern (Figure 3.8).  The 
representations in 3D of the diffraction pattern near the intermediate image plane are 
known as the point spread function and are illustrated in the lower portion of Figure 3.7.  
The specimen image is represented by a series of closely spaced point light sources that 
form Airy patterns and is illustrated in both 2D and 3D.  Resolution is a subjective value 
in optical microscopy because at high magnification, an image may appear blurry but still 
be resolved to the maximum ability of the objective [Nikon04]. 
 
          
 
 
    
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 3.6:  Image (a) are range images created from image stacks collected from the 
LSCM and processed by our programs.  Image (b) is the merger of the two incomplete 
views of the bottom of a gear using RapidForm software.  This set illustrates the problem 
when dealing with larger specimens.  This gear is roughly 1.75 mm in diameter and 
therefore, even when viewed with the 10x objective, it is too large to fit in one viewing 
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In confocal microscopy this resolution is referred to as lateral resolution, 
distinguishing it from axial resolution which is measured along the optic axis.  According 
to Rayleigh’s criterion, two point objects are said to be resolved when the center of one 
Airy disk falls on the first minimum of the other Airy disk.  The radius of an Airy disk is 
commonly defined to be the distance from its center to the first minimum and is equal to 
the lateral resolution of an objective lens.  The equation for the Airy disk radius created 








where λ is the wavelength of light (we generally use a 488 nm laser) and, NA is the 
numerical aperture of the objective lens.  The numerical aperture (NA) of an objective 
lens is a measure of the angular size of the focusing cone of light as seen in Figure 3.9 




Figure 3.9:  The NA of a microscope objective is a measure of its light gathering 
ability. Another measure is the f-number which is equal to f/D. The higher the NA and the 








)sin(θ∗= nNA   (3.2)
 
where θ is half the angle of the cone of light “captured” by the objective, which is 
directly related to the focal length.  When the NA of the objective lens is increased, so to 
is the lens ability to resolve finer object (Figure 3.10), however this comes at the expense 
of the focal length of the lens.  The variable n is the refractive index of the substrate (air n 
= 1, water n = 1.33, specialized oils n = 1.51).  The lateral resolution of a microscope also 
depends on the field of view.  As the confocal pinhole size is decreased, the field of view 
becomes vanishingly small and the lateral resolution improves by a factor of 2 .  









                                         
 
The raster-scanned image of a non-planar object obtained with the LSCM consists of in-
focus parts and black or empty areas since the detector pinhole only accepts light from 
objects “near” the focal plane. Axial resolution defines what “near” means.  Equation 3.3 
gives an unambiguous expression for confocal lateral resolution. 
 
 
                               
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.10:  Comparison of Airy disk size and resolution for an objective lens with 
NA of 0.31 and 1.3 respectively [Nikon04]. 
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It is more difficult to obtain an equivalent expression for axial resolution, especially when 
dealing with photo luminescent or diffusely reflecting specimens.  The two most relevant 
expressions for axial resolutions for both photo luminance (PL) (Equation 3.4) and 













FWHMRLdz ==  
(3.5)
 
where θ refers to the angle in Figure 3.9, and both formulas assume ideal or zero-size 
pinholes [Pawley95].  Equation 3.4 applies the Rayleigh criterion along the optic axis, 
this direction is generally referred to as the z-direction, while the plane perpendicular to 
the optic axis is the x-y plane.  A microscope objective lens focused in air will produce a 
3D diffraction-limited spot with an Airy disk cross-section at the focal point in the x-y 
plane and another distribution along the x-z or y-z plane.  Equation 3.4 best describes the 
axial resolution in PL imaging. Equation 3.5 is derived using paraxial (small angle) 
theory assuming the object being viewed is a perfect planar mirror. At low NA Equation 
3.4 agrees with Equation 3.5 except for a factor of two due to specular reflection.  
Equations 3.4 and 3.5 should be considered only approximations which in some 
circumstances will fail to predict resolutions accurately [Damaskinos99].  Below in Table 
3.1 we have listed the objective lenses that we have available for the LSCM and their 
respective image properties. 
 
Table 3.1:  Theoretical resolution chart for the Leica confocal objective lenses that we 
have available. 
 
Objective lens NA Laser λ 
(µm) 




10x Dry 0.3 0.488 1.0 17.457 4.661980 0.701638 
20x Dry 0.7 0.488 1.0 44.427 0.751145 0.300702 
40x Oil emersion 1.2 0.488 1.4 56.442 0.342945 0.175410 
63x Dipping 0.9 0.488 1.3 42.585 0.626292 0.233879 
63x Water emersion 1.2 0.488 1.3 64.456 0.290384 0.175410 
63x Oil emersion 1.3 0.488 1.4 61.642 0.292125 0.161917 
100x Oil emersion 1.4 0.488 1.4 68.960 0.239276 0.150351 
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Once the correct objective lens is selected for the specimen and the Leica software 
program is on, then imaging can begin.  The specimen, fixed on the slide, is placed on the 
stage and focused by looking through the eye piece, using the coarse adjustment knob 
(Figure 3.11-D), and a low power objective lens.  If the stage is in its lowest position, it 
may be necessary to use the motor drive (Figure 3.11-B) to move the stage up closer to 
the objective lens before trying to focus.  When using the motor drive it is imperative that 
the specimen does not come in contact with the lens, since this could cause permanent 
damage to both the lens and the sample.  Once the specimen is in focus with the lower 
powered objective lens, we set the upper threshold limit (Figure 3.11-E).  If a higher 
powered lens is needed, the motor drive (Figure 3.11-C) is used to back the stage down, 
change to the higher magnification lens, and move the stage back to the threshold limit 
set earlier.  Since the threshold limit has been set, the specimen should be relatively close 
to being in focus and we do not have to worry about the lens and the specimen coming in 
contact.  Now that the specimen is positioned, pull out the switch rod located on the top 
left hand side of the microscope and the image should be sent to the computer monitor.  
Final focusing should be done using the piezo electric stage operated by the software.   
At this point the specimen should be displayed on the right hand monitor, while the 
Leica operating software is open on the left.  Before the scanning can begin, the software 
must be properly set up to insure a consistent imaging process.  
The order in which the microscope software setup is accomplished for scanning is as 
follows: 
1. Press the “obj” button (Figure 3.12, #1) and select the objective lens to be used in 
the open dialog window.  This should agree with the objective lens that was 







Figure 3.11:  Leica LSCM mechanical stage and focus control. 
 
 









Figure 3.12:  Leica Acquisition software page.  The software adjustment and control 
page is located on the left monitor while the image produced by the microscope is located 
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2. Press the “Beam” button (Figure 3.12, #5) and select a method in the open “Beam 
Path Setting” dialog window.  Most of the time we use the 488 nm Ar laser.  It 
has the smallest wavelength and therefore produces the best resolution of the 
available lasers. 
3. Press the “Mode” button (Figure 3.12, #2) and select the scan mode.  For our 
work, this was always set to x,y,z:  spatial scan mode. 
4. Press the “Format” button (Figure 3.12, #3) to select the scan format.  The format 
is equal to the number of the pixels in the x and y directions.  It is important that 
raster point distance (Equation 3.6) is not smaller than the theoretical lateral 
resolution (Table 3.1) for the objective lens.  Typical image sizes are 256x256, 
512x512 and 1024x1024, and 2048x2048, but may also be set to custom 
dimensions including non square dimensions.  The selection of which format to 
use is usually dependent on the desired size of the final 3-D dataset (the series of 
2-D images collected).  For example, a folder containing an image stack 
consisting of 50, 512x512 8-bit images occupy 14.7 MB of storage space, where 
as that same stack of 1024x1024 images would occupy 51.9 Mb. The 3D size of 
the image stack not only has implications on storage space, but also affects the 
processing, display, and manipulation of this data.  For format size, we generally 
use 512 x 512 due to the large number of slices associated with our data, however 
it is something that is decided on a case by case situation depending on number of 
slices, amount of detail, and lateral resolution.  The raster point distance, or xy 
voxel size is thus determined by equation 3.6. 









5. Press the “Speed” button (Figure 3.12, #6) to select the scan speed.  There are 
pluses and minuses to both a high and low scan speed; with a high speed there is a 
shorter dwell time of the laser point over the sample, decreasing photochemical 
bleaching; however, a lower scan speed results in a better signal-noise ratio.  We 
use 400 to compromise between the three speeds, unless we are dealing with 
fluorescence stained samples, then we use the fastest scan speed to decrease 
photobleaching of the sample. 
6. Press the “Pinh” button to set the detection pinhole, or adjust it using the 
PINHOLE dial (Figure 3.13, #2).  We always make sure that the pinhole is set on 
Airy 1, which is the optimal setting.  For picking up very weak signals the 
pinhole size can be increased at the expense of resolution. 
7. Press the “Aver” button (Figure 3.12, #9) to define the number of sampling times, 
also called frame average.  A large number of averaging reduces noise, but can 
cause fading and increases scan time.  For that reason we set our frame average to 
2. You can also use the “Li. A” button (Figure 3.12, #12) to define the number of 
line averages used by the microscope.  Frame average is preferred, but in some 
instances it is advantageous to use the line average. 
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8. Press “continuous” button (Figure 3.12, #4) to start the continuous scan.  Now the 
microscope software is almost set up and in order to finish setting up we need to 
begin scanning.  Use the “Z-position” knob (Figure 3.13, #4) to scan your way 
through the specimen to find where the top and bottom of the specimen are 
located.  
9. Once the parameters have been established, we have to scan through the image 
again to be sure that the correct amount of gain is being used in the image.  If the 
image is dark, turn the “PMT-1” (gain) (Figure 3.13, #1) up until the image is 
bright, but without any saturation of pixels.  If at any time while scrolling through 
the images saturation is noticed, then the gain should be turned down to the 
appropriate level. 
10. On the Panel Box Setting located on the bottom of the screen press the “z 
Position” button (Figure 3.12, #15).  There will be two options, “z-Scan” and “z-
Wide” (Figure 3.12, #16).   Make sure that the “z-Scan” mode is on.  “z-Wide” 
mode is only to be used with extremely large specimens whose total height is 
larger than 170 µm, the maximum distance of the Galvo drive (Table 3.2). 
11. Scroll to the top of the image, where no new information is being revealed and the 
old information is getting darker with every step.  Press the “Begin” button 
(Figure 3.12, #10) to define the starting position of the 3D series. 
12. Scroll through the image to the bottom of the specimen, before the slide begins to 
be reflected.  Press the “End” button (Figure 3.12, #7) to define the end of the 3D 
series.  
13. Press the “Sect” button (Figure 3.12, #8) to define the number of optical sections 
in the series.  Go to “Others” to set by using the option menu.  On the option 
screen we can either enter the number of sections we would like the image stack 
divided into or choose the image step height that we would like in between each 
stack.  After either option has been chosen, press “calculate” and the software will 
tell the step size or the number of images respectively.  We generally choose the 
step height to be the same as the raster steps in the x and y positions, thus giving a 
3D representation with cubic voxels.  If this causes the stack number to be too 
large, then the next best solution is to double the step height, thus decreasing the 
number of images in the stack. 
     
 
 
Table 3.2:  Stage parameters for both Galvo and Z-wide modes. 
 
 Galvo Z-Wide 
Minimum step width 0.04 µm 0.1 µm 
Maximum drive distance 170 µm Max. drive distance of stage (cm) 















Now the image is set up and scanning can begin.  Press the “Series” button (Figure 
3.12, #13) to create the image series. Once the microscope has rastered through each 
image plane, the software will place the image stack (Figure 3.14) into a temporary folder 
from which the user can manipulate the data for different viewing purposes.  The data is 
then saved to a permanent directory in the user name, to be burned to a compact disk 
(CD) later.  After the series of images are saved on disk, press the “continuous” button to 
stop the continuous scan mode.  We are then able to lower the microscope stage (Figure 
3.11 C), and reposition the specimen on the slide for the next scan.  Now that the 
specimen is repositioned, raise the stage back up to the upper threshold, which should put 
the specimen in focus, or close to focus, and repeat the imaging steps 8 through 14 (the 
setup should remain constant for every view of the specimen to maintain uniformity and 
consistency during the reconstruction process).  This process should be repeated until 
enough different views have been obtained to allow for a nearly complete reconstruction 
of the specimen.  Once all necessary imaging is accomplished, the microscope must be 
shutdown.  To insure no damage is done to the microscope, a systematic shutdown 
procedure is followed.  Shutdown procedure is as follows: 
1. Turn the Ar/ArKr laser key (Figure 3.15, #1) to the OFF position.  Make a mental 
note as to what time it is; this is important for later steps. 
2. Turn the GreenHeNe laser key (Figure 3.15, #2) to the OFF position. 
3. Turn the HeNe laser key (Figure 3.15, #3) to the OFF position. 
4. Close the Leica Confocal Software. 
5. Flip the scanner power button (Figure 3.15, #5) to the OFF position. 
6. Transfer image folders to a CD with the use of “Easy CD Creator”.  Once CD is 
finished burning, power down the computer through windows. 
7. Flip the PC power button (Figure 3.15, #7) to the OFF position. 
8. Flip the Microscope power button (Figure 3.5, #2) to the OFF position. 
9. Flip the UV lamp button to the OFF position. 
10. Be sure that it has been at least 15 minutes since turning off the Ar/ArKr laser key 
(step one).  Flip Laser button (Figure 3.15, #10) to the OFF position.  
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Figure 3.14:  A stack of images acquired from the LSCM.  Every fifth plane is 
represented in the image sequence above, with the last two images being the subsequent 
range and maximum intensity images produced from the stack. 
 







Figure 3.15:  Shutdown procedure for the LSCM. 
 
 
3.3 Scanning Electron Microscope 
Data acquisition with the scanning electron microscope is a very precise procedure 
that takes a deep understanding of the optical mechanics of the microscope along with 
experience to master the art of operating this powerful imaging tool.  This section will 
explain the data acquisition process that we use with the scanning electron microscope, 
along with operational methods and tricks that have been learned along the way to 
enhance the quality of the final eucentrically tilted images. The microscope being used on 
this project is the LEO 1525 SEM (Figure 3.16 (a)).  This microscope is very capable 
with a max resolution of 1.5 nm and a max magnification of 500,000x.  The SEM has a 
Field emission electron gun and a top imaging resolution of 3017x2304.  For more detail 
see (Figure 3.16 (b)) for a complete specification chart. 
After properly preparing the specimen, it is time to begin imaging with the 
microscope.  In order to obtain good consistent images, it is imperative that the correct 
startup method is followed.  The startup procedure is as follows: 
 
1) The SEM should be on, signified by the green button.  It may occasionally be on 
standby (yellow button); if this is the case, proceed normally. 
2) Double click on the LEO 1525 icon on the desktop to start up the SEM software. 
3) Log into the PC with the appropriate user name and password. 
4) Under stage menu, select Stage Initialize.  This will make sure that the stage is in 
the proper position when opening the door.  Open the Stage Manager menu and 
drag it to the second monitor (Figure 3.17 (a)). 
 













Figure 3.16:  Figure (a) is the LEO 1525 SEM and figure (b) is the specification chart 























Figure 3.17:  Image (a) is the Stage Manager drop down menu.  Image (b) is the SEM 




5) Under Vacuum menu, select Vacuum Status.  This will open the SEM Control 
menu.  Click on the Vacuum tab and press the Vent button.  Leave this menu 
open and drag it over to the other monitor as it will be needed later (Figure 3.17 
(b)). 
6) The specimen chamber will fill with nitrogen and the internal and external 
pressures will equalize after about one minute.  After the chamber is equalized, 
open the chamber door by pulling on the black handle. 
7) Put on rubber gloves before handling the specimen stub or the sample holder. 
8) Take the specimen that was prepared on the stub out of the box and place it in one 
of the desired sample holders listed below and tighten the holder screw into the 
shaft of the stub. 
a. Single stub holder; hole located in the center of the specimen holder. 
b. Eight stub holder; holes located around the edge of the specimen holder. 
c. 45° stub holder; hole located in the center of the specimen holder with a 
45° incline to allow for increased tilt orientation. 
9) Load the sample holder by sliding it onto the dovetail holder located on the SEM 
stage.  The sample holder will only slide on one way, be sure to line up the flat 
ends of each holder. 
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10) Close the chamber door.  Click the Pump button (Figure 3.17 B) located on the 
Vacuum menu, which should be open on the second monitor. 
11) Once the system reaches the specified vacuum, the message “Vac Status Ready” 
will appear, and a green check next to “Vac” on the status bar located in the 
bottom right hand corner of the screen (Figure 3.18, #14) will appear.  Either 
button can be used to turn the vacuum on or off.   
12) Left-click on Gun (Figure 3.18, #15) on the bottom toolbar and a drop-down 
menu will appear.  Left-click on Gun ON and the cathode will heat up and begin 
emitting electrons.   
13) Once the cathode start-up procedure is complete, the red “X” next to the Gun icon 
on the bottom toolbar will become a green check mark.  Now click on EHT 
(Figure 3.18, #16) in the status bar and select EHT On from the drop-down 
menu.   
14) The acceleration voltage is now on, completing the startup process.  The image on 
the screen will become lighter and focusing can begin. 
Now that the SEM start up procedure has been completed, the next step is to find the area 
of interest for scanning and focus the primary electron beam for imaging.  Listed below is 
the set of guidelines that we use when trying to locate and focus on a specimen:  
1) Open the chamber screen by pressing the camera icon (Figure 3.18, #5), this will 
display the SEM stage on the left monitor. Using the Z-axis joystick control 
(Figure 3.19), raise the stage until the top of the sample is parallel with the top of 
the white beam created in the chamber (working distance (WD) around five mm) 
(Figure 3.18, #17).  A shorter WD will provide better resolution, but poor depth of 
focus.    
2) Press the camera icon again to return the imaging screen to the left monitor. 
3) Switch to the desired detector (Inlens or SE2) by pressing the detector icon 
(Figure 3.18, #9).  For shorter working distances, use the Inlens detector and for 
longer working distances, use the SE2 detector.  We use the SE2 detector due to 
the increased depth perception it gives. 
4) Click on the Brightness/Contrast button (Figure 3.18, #8) and adjust until some 
signal (noise) appears on the screen.  By holding down the left mouse button and 
rolling the mouse horizontally to the left or right, the contrast can decrease or 
increase respectively.  By holding down the middle mouse button and rolling the 
mouse horizontally to the left or right, the brightness can decrease or increase.  
The contrast and brightness percentages can be seen on the bottom task bar 
(Figure 3.18, #12). 
5) Click on the Magnification/Focus button (Figure 3.18, #10) and decrease 
magnification all the way.  By holding down the left mouse button and rolling the 
mouse horizontally to the left or right, the magnification can be decreased or 
increased respectively.  By holding down the middle mouse button and rolling the 
mouse horizontally to the left or right, the WD can be decreased or increased 
respectively.  The WD and magnification will be displayed on the bottom task bar 
(Figure 3.18, #12).  
 




























6) If the specimen cannot be located the Split Screen mode can be a good option.  By 
pressing the Split Screen icon (Fig 3.18, # 4) the screen will split and show both 
the stage lens and the detector lens at the same time.  This can help you see how 
far the specimen stub is from the primary electron beam.   
Once we have located and focused on the area of the specimen that we want to image 
using the X/Y joystick controls (Figure 3.19), we can begin to capture the image.  The 
SEM operational software offers several options for enhancing and capturing images.  
For this reason the most common methods that we use are listed below.  We try to follow 
the same guidelines every time we image with the microscope to insure our results are 
consistent.  
1) Select the image resolution.  The software is usually set at 1024x768; this is a 
reasonable size so we leave it there.  The larger the size, the longer the image 
capturing takes. 
2) By pressing Crtl + Tab on the keyboard we activate centering mode.  Move the 
cross over the object you would like to center and press the left mouse button.  
The stage will move to the proper coordinates to center the object. 
3) Focus the image at a higher magnification than you wish to capture to allow for 
finer focusing.  When focusing it is advantageous to use the Reduced Raster 
screen.  By pressing on the Reduced Raster icon (Fig 3.18, # 3) a deformable box 
will appear in which only that area will be rastered.  This allows for the user to 
focus the beam on a chosen area, while using a higher line scan and greatly 
reduces the time, since less scanning area is covered.  Once that area is focused, 
press the icon again and normal scanning will resume.  Another benefit of 
increasing magnification is to examine structures on the sample that we may have 
been ignorant about. In Figure 3.20, we zoom in on a crater located on the surface 
of the specimen to find an intricate structure that was not noticeable at the lower 
magnification. 
4) For adjusting the working distance, contrast, or brightness with the mouse, it is 
recommended that the Fine Mode be on.  The Fine/Coarse mode button (Fig 3.18, 
#13) is located on the bottom toolbar; to change mode, left click on the button. 
5) If the image appears to be warped, press the Stigmation Alignment button (Fig 
3.18, #6).  By holding down the left mouse button and moving the mouse left, 
right, up, or down you can change the stigmation in the –x, x, y, or –y direction.  
By holding down the middle mouse button, the focus can be controlled. 
6) Zoom out to the desired magnification. 
7) By pressing Crtl + D on the keyboard, the image display bar can be toggled on 
and off.  We usually leave it on since it does not affect our data acquisition and 
provides a reference to magnification and scale. 
8) For point to point measurement, press the Point-point text annotation button 
(Figure 3.18, #7).  This option is not useful because it has no means of measuring 
true distance; it simply measures the planar distance without taking into account 
height variations among points. 







Figure 3.19:  Joystick stage controls for the LEO 1525 SEM.  By moving the left stick 
horizontally or vertically the stage is moved in the x or y axis respectively.  The left stick 
may also be turned, causing the stage to rotate in that direction.  By moving the right stick 











Figure 3.20:  The images above are of a rare formation found only in parts of eastern 
Asia known as a sandstar.  Image (a) is at a magnification of 25x; the scale bar in the 
lower left corner represents a distance of 200 µm.  Image (b) is a zoomed in image of one 
of the craters and mounds located on the same sandstar to illustrate the detail that is 
missed by the less magnified image.  Image (b) is at a magnification of 700x; the scale bar 
in the lower left corner represents a distance of ten µm. 
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9) Select the type of noise reduction – pixel averaging or frame integration from the 
user toolbar (Figure 3.18, #1).  By clicking the left mouse button on one of the 
five number icons, a continuous line averaging will occur.  If the image looks 
good with a line average alone, press the freeze button (Figure 3.18, #2), and the 
image will freeze, allowing it to be saved as is.  By pressing the middle mouse 
button on one of the five icons (Figure 3.21), a complete image average and the 
line averaged will occur and the image will automatically freeze upon completion 
for saving (Figure 3.21).  It is important to note that the higher the line average, 
the slower the refresh rate.  If we are moving the specimen, we will use a line 
average of less than three to insure a faster refresh rate than the movement of the 
stage. 
10) To save the image, select Save Image under the File menu, select the appropriate 
directory, enter the file name and save, or hit the save button located on the user 
tool bar (Figure 3.18, #11).  The image will be saved as a tiff file. 
To shut down the SEM we follow the same procedure as for the start up, in opposite 
order.  The software has smart encoding that will not let you do anything to harm the 
SEM, such as pressing the vent button before turning off the EHT, but it is still important 
to follow the same shut down procedure to ensure the same SEM operation the next time 
it is started up.  The shut down procedure is as follows: 
1) On the status bar, click on EHT and select EHT Off (Figure 3.18, #16). 
2) Under Vacuum menu, click the Vent button (Figure 3.17 B). 
3) Once the vacuum has vented and you hear the airlock release, open the chamber 
door by pulling on the black handle. 
4) Put on rubber gloves before handling the stub or the sample holder. 
5) Take out the specimen holder by sliding it off of the dovetail sample holder 
located on the stage. 
6) Unscrew the stub from the specimen holder and place each in their respective 
boxes. 
7) Close the chamber door; click the Pump button located on the Vacuum menu 
that should be open on the second monitor (Figure 3.17 B). 
8) Close the software interface. 






















Figure 3.21:  Example of the five different acquisition speeds and the resolution 
produced with each.  The amount of line averaging increases with each increment.  This 
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scan rate two 
Image averaging at scan 
rate two, freezing the 





scan rate three 
Image averaging at scan 
rate four, freezing the 





scan rate six 
Image averaging at scan 






scan rate nine 
Image averaging at scan 
rate eight, freezing the 





scan rate twelve 
Image averaging at scan 
rate ten, freezing the image 
after execution 







4 MODEL RECONSTRUCTION 
In this chapter, we discuss the 3D reconstruction process as it relates to this thesis.  
The main focus of this work is to take 2D data from microscopic modalities and process 
that data to obtain 3D models.  In section 4.1 we discuss the reconstruction process for 
the LSCM data from 2D image stacks to both range images and single view 3D VRML 
models.  In section 4.2 we discuss the reconstruction process for the SEM data from two 
eucentrically tilted 2D images to a 3D VRML point cloud by manually picking 
coinciding points.  In section 4.3 we discuss the merging of multiple 3D views, obtained 
with both the LSCM and the SEM, with the use of RapidForm® commercial software in 
order to obtain more complete 3D models. 
4.1 LSCM 3D Image Reconstruction  
Leica software does create both a range image and a depthmap.  So the first question 
may be, why spend the time creating a new program to do what Leica’s software already 
does?  To answer part of that question, look at Figure 4.1.  As illustrated in the figure, 
when producing a range image, Leica’s software produced a random type of white noise 
where the specimen does not have a definite surface.  The reason for this problem is that 
the only light being reflected into the microscope in the noisy areas is exterior light; 
therefore the pixel intensity value throughout the stack will fluctuate at a very low value, 
and have no true accordance with the topography of the sample.  Leica’s software does 
not account for this problem and simply plots the height based on the highest pixel 
intensity throughout the stack.  This same phenomenon occurs in Leica’s depth image 
reconstruction, giving extremely noisy false depths for the depth map in areas that lack a 
reflected surface.  The second reason for creating the reconstruction software was the 
lack of options for image output with the Leica software.  Leica software only offers the 
user the ability to manipulate a 3D representation while inside the program.  In order to 
have the ability to merge different views of a specimen, we had to have the 3D 
information output in a format that could be imported into RapidForm®.  The Leica 
software does not offer a 3D point set output. 
For 3D image reconstruction of LSCM image stacks, we have created two programs 
to address two different situations that are often relevant for confocal microscopy.  The 
two different situations occur for opaque specimens such as metallic or thick polymer 
objects, or semi-translucent specimens such as cells or thin sections of objects.  We will 
discuss both algorithms for each case in the sections below.  
 










Figure 4.1:  Results of the 2 ½ D range image from a 2D stack program.  Image (a):  
Leica’s software program creates a random noise in areas where no surface light is 
reflected back into the microscope.  Image (b):  Our program eliminates background noise 




4.1.1 Opaque Specimens 
 
The algorithm works by creating both a 2 ½D range image and then a 3D point cloud 
from the range imaged data.  By 2 ½D range image, we are referring to a single 2D image 
with x and y coordinates in which the pixel intensity of the image is directly correlated 
with the height in the image plane.  If you observe Figure 4.2, this point is illustrated by 
the gear shown in the image.  The greater the pixel intensity, the higher the surface is 
located on the actual image plane.  This is a useful means of display because it gives the 
viewer a good indication of depth associated with the object yet does not require any 
special viewers such as the one used for VRML.  Range images are also useful when 
dealing with a limited amount of storage space.  Since a range image is stored as a normal 
intensity image it is significantly smaller that of a VRML file (the range image in Figure 
4.2 takes up 0.77 Mb of storage space, whereas the 3D VRML takes up 33.2 Mb, roughly 
43 times more space).   
The reconstruction algorithm was implemented based on the heuristic characteristics 
of the microscope and the 2D stacks that it produces.  Below is an example of the 
reasoning behind the algorithm that we chose to use and why it works.   













Figure 4.2:  Illustrates of a range image output from our program.  Image represents a 
x,y,z area of 1500x1500x144.6.  The z depth is represented by pixel intensity; the greater 
the pixel intensity, the greater the feature height as illustrated by the bar on the right.  












If you notice in Figure 4.3, I chose one particular (x,y) coordinate (highlighted in the 
center of the box) in a stack of images taken of a microchip collected by the LSCM.  As 
you can see by the chart, the specimen surface reflects light at image planes both above 
and below the actual image plane on which the surface is located; however, the intensity 
at the surface is reflected brighter than the intensity both above and below. 
To further illustrate this point we have included a graph of the pixel intensity vs. 
image plane height (Figure 4.4).  As you can see by the graph, the pixel intensity has a 
definite ceiling value which is located at the actual surface height of the specimen.  The 
accuracy of our reconstruction is limited to the resolution of the LSCM.  As shown 
below, the actual specimen surface may not be located at exactly 4.88439 µm.  By 
looking at the curve created by the plotted points, it appears that the surface may actually 
be located slightly below this point; however, due to the limitations of the microscope, 
we are not able to resolve objects at surface heights less than the maximum resolution of 
the microscope (≈ 0.2 µm).  The program creates the range image by taking advantage of 
known facts concerning LSCM image stacks.   
• Each image in the stack represents a slice of the image plane, and the greatest 
pixel intensity value for each (x,y) coordinate that is recorded in the stack is 
representative of that specimen’s actual feature plane. 
• Each step in the z axis is uniform and precise since it is controlled by a piezo 
electric drive that is accurate to 0.04 µm, which is greater that the theoretical 
optimal resolution of 0.2 µm. 






Height in the stack 
(z) in µm Intensity Value 
4.233138 108      
4.395951 136      
4.558764 167      
4.721577 180      
4.884390 183      
5.047203 171      
5.210016 158      
5.372829 131      
5.535642 113      
 
Figure 4.3:  Left:  range image of a microchip acquired by the LSCM and processed 
using our program.  The center of the black square represents the x,y coordinate being 
evaluated.  Right:  Chart of pixel intensity (x,y) = (125,325) while traversing over a local z 
axis. 
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4.1.1.1 Range Image Reconstruction 
 
Once the optical concepts of the image stack were understood, we used that 
information to create the range image.  The program starts by marching though the first 
image in the image stack, recording the pixel intensity and height in the stack at each 
(x,y) coordinate throughout the image.  For the first image only, the program adds a user 
controlled intensity value to each intensity value in the first image; this value is 
dependent upon the amount of noise in the stack (usually less then five).  This is done as 
a sort of threshold that is useful for eliminating the unwanted random noise that occurs in 
the Leica Software (Figure 4.1).  The program then reads in the next image in the stack 
and again marches through the entire image.  If the program comes across a (x,y) 
coordinate in the new image that has a greater intensity value than the previous image at 
that same (x,y) coordinate, the height value and pixel intensity of the new image in the 
stack is recorded for that particular (x,y) coordinate.  This process is continued until the 
program has gone though every image in the stack.  At this point, the new range image 
will have pixel intensities of 0 to N, with (N+1) being the number of images in the stack.  
This image is saved and used later for the 3D point reconstruction model.  Next, a 
histogram equalization is applied to the image to scale the image from 0 – 255 to increase 
feature visibility by using the entire intensity spectrum.  The range image is then 
outputted and the program proceeds to create the 3D VRML (Figure 4.5). 
 
4.1.1.2 VRML Creation 
 
Once the original range image is created, the algorithm knows the height of each x,y 
coordinate located in the stack.  Since the user is asked to input the z-axis step height, the 
algorithm also knows the height between each slice.  The algorithm then places each x,y,z 
coordinate value at its proper 3D position in space by keeping the x,y coordinate value 
and multiplying the z-axis step height by the slice height in which the greatest pixel 
intensity was located.  Once this is done, we have a 3D point cloud of points in a space 
synonymous with the specimens’ actual size.  To finish the VRML we then create a 
triangular mesh of the points based on the left hand rule.  This means that when looking 
at a series of points in space the points are connected by traveling in a clockwise motion 
in order to create each triangle.  This process is continued until the surface is completely 
















Figure 4.5:  Diagram representing the process for obtaining a 2½D range image from a 
LSCM 2D image stack. 
 
 
Read in next 2D image (z) from the 
stack 
Apply a threshold 
to the image 
If the intensity is greater than the 
threshold, continue with process 
Compare intensity of point (x,y) of 
slice z with intensity (x,y) of point at 
slice z-1 
If intensity value is greater than z-1, 
record point as a number representing the 
z height in the stack and go to the next 
coordinate (x+1,y+1) 
If intensity is less than threshold, 
stop and go to the next coordinate 
(x+1,y+1)  
Read in new pixel coordinate 
(x,y)
If intensity value is less than z-1, do not 
record and go to the next coordinate 
(x+1, y+1) 
If pixel coordinate (x,y) is 
greater than image size 
stop and go to the next 
image 
Begin at pixel coordinate 
(x,y) 







Figure 4.6:  An illustration of the triangulation method used in our reconstruction 




4.1.2 Semi-Transparent Specimens 
 
For semi-transparent specimens the LSCM is able to record valuable information 
about the specimen at more than one depth in the stack.  Unlike opaque specimens in 
which all information is obstructed by the top surface of the specimen, in semi-
transparent specimens the structures can be identified at multiple depths due to the laser’s 
ability to penetrate the specimen.  To illustrate this, look at Figure 4.7.  This graph 
represents a single x,y coordinate in a stack of images taken of a cell stained with a green 
fluorescent stain and imaged in the LSCM.  As you can see by the graph, the microscope 
records a surface for that coordinate on the 18th and 55th slices in the stack.  These two 
surfaces represent stained protein located on both the bottom and top of the cell 
respectively.  If the original algorithm had not been modified, the information on the top 
of the cell would have occluded the information on the bottom of the cell, causing it to be 
lost. 
Instead of only recording the surface of the highest pixel intensity for each (x,y) 
coordinate, it now became necessary to have the option to record several surfaces for 
each (x,y) coordinate.  For this reason the production of a range image was no longer 
useful, therefore a new algorithm had to be written to record all of the useful data that the 
LSCM is able to record, and no longer record the non-useful data.  The new algorithm 
was written based on the same basic ideas of the original algorithm.  The main difference 
in the new algorithm was that the surface height is now calculated based on local 
maximums, instead of an absolute maximum as used before.  Another small problem that 
was encountered was the need to eliminate a much greater amount of noise.  Often with 
biological specimens, such as cells, a fluorescent stain is used to image areas of interest 
on the specimen.   
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Figure 4.7:  Graph showing the pixel intensity at a specific (x,y) coordinate in a stack 
of images of the specimen in Figure 4.8.  This helps to illustrates the importance of 
altering the original algorithm to account for the multiple layers of information that can be 




















Figure 4.8:  Example of the limitations of the original algorithm.  Image (a) is a 
maximum intensity image taken with the LSCM in fluorescent mode.  Image (b) is the 




The stain will attach only to certain compounds on the specimen (such as proteins) and 
therefore allow them to be imaged by using the fluorescent detecting mode on the 
microscope.  Once the stain is applied to the specimen, it must then be washed off, to 
allow only the stain that has bonded with the certain compounds of the specimen to 
remain.  However during this process it is almost impossible to remove all of the stain, 
and small amounts of the stain will be left behind on the surface of the specimen (Figure 
4.8 (a)).  This phenomenon will cause the program to break down and record nonsensical 
information when using a small threshold value similar to the one used in the opaque 
specimens.  The program will reconstruct many random points both on and off of the 
surface of the specimen causing the data to be confusing and the areas of interest to be 
lost (Figure 4.8 (b)).  To render this problem, a much higher threshold must be used, 
depending on the amount of noise recorded by the LSCM.  For the particular example 
above, a threshold of 120 was applied to the image.  With this high threshold, the 
program was able to reconstruct only the areas of interest, in this case protein molecules 
located on the surface of the cell (Figure 4.9 (b)), without the noise caused by the excess 
stain. 
The algorithm works by first reading in the bottom image in the stack.  We then apply a 
high threshold to eliminate the large amount of noise caused by the admittance of the 
fluorescent stain that was not fully washed away during the staining process.  This is a 
user controlled threshold that is dependent upon the sample and must be determined on 
an observational case by case situation.  The threshold is often a compromise between 
noise and valuable information.  If the threshold is too high, much of the useful 
information will be lost; however, if it is too low, an excess amount of noise will be 
recorded.   
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Figure 4.9:  Example of the effectiveness of the original algorithm when used correctly 
with the proper threshold.  Image (a) is a maximum intensity image taken with the LSCM 
in fluorescent mode.  Image (b) is the reconstructed point cloud of the cell that was 
generated with a threshold of 120.  
  
 
   
 
Once the threshold is applied, any pixel that does not exceed the threshold is given an 
initial value of zero; all pixels that do exceed the threshold are recorded as their pixel 
value and image stack number.  The program then reads the next image in the stack and 
again applies the threshold value.  If the pixel value exceeds both the threshold and the 
pixel value of the previous image, then the new pixel value and image stack height is 
recorded and the previous is discarded.  If the pixel value is less than the previous, than 
that previous value is considered a local maximum and thus permanently recorded as a 
surface value.  The algorithm then proceeds through the stack until the intensity values 
begin increasing again, at which time it considers a new surface to be approaching, and 
begins the process described earlier, until once again a local maximum is found (Figure 
4.10). 
Once the 3D VRML is created for the primary view the specimen is then tilted as 
much as possible and the process is repeated.  The two main difficulties with the majority 
of semi-transparent specimens are size and robustness. The specimens are often so small 
that the 100x objective lens must be used in order to capture the minute details of the cell.  
As discussed earlier, when using the 100x objective lens the working distance between 
the specimen and the slide is only a few millimeters, therefore the ability to tilt the 
specimen at large angles is greatly diminished.   
 
  








Figure 4.10:  The 2D stack to 3D model algorithm flow diagram for semi-transparent 
objects.  Algorithm for opaque specimen reconstruction is exactly the same, with the only 
difference being the surface is found on a ultimate maximum intensity similar to the range 
image algorithm, instead of a local maximum intensity as described in this figure. 
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The working distance would not be a problem if we could physically move the specimen 
on the slide; however, due to the fragility and the staining process of the specimen, this is 
nearly impossible as well.  As often occurs, where there are weaknesses there are 
strengths.  Due to the semi-transparency of the specimens and the microscope and 
algorithm’s ability to take advantage of this aspect, virtually no information is lost and a 
complete model is still obtained, just as before with the opaque models. 
4.2 SEM 3D Reconstruction 
One of the limitations of the LSCM is its ability to resolve past the µm range, as well the 
visual quality of its intensity images.  Both of these qualities are the reason we decided to 
expand the scope of our research to include the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).  
The SEM has the ability to resolve down to 1.5 nm and offers the user excellent 2D 
intensity images of the specimen.  The downfall of the SEM is although its images appear 
3D, they lack any sort of measurable depth.  For this reason, we have implemented a 
manual point picking algorithm described by Hemmleb that uses the assumptions of 






Figure 4.11:  Principle of eucentric tilt and parallel projection with two of the 
assumptions necessary to execute our algorithm on SEM images.  For this example the 
reference angle is 0° with a tilt of 10° to either side [Hemleb96].  
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Through microphotogrammetry techniques we are able to obtain depth from two 
eucentrically tilted SEM images.   
After the eucentrically tilted images have been acquired from the microscope, we 
must pick coinciding points of interest on the two images.  We do this by opening the two 
images at the same time and placing a red pixel on the images where each point is located 
with the use of a paint program.  It is also important that the program allows us to zoom 
in on the features of interest in the image to allow for more accurate picking, with less 
human error.  Before the algorithm can begin to work, a few known parameters must be 
input into the program.  These known parameters are yx mm ,  and β , which represent the 
x,y scaling factors and the angle of tilt of the left image, respectively.  The tilt, β , is 
recorded during the data acquisition process.  In order to ensure that we do not mix up the 
different tilts, we make sure that the file name of the image contains the subsequent tilt 
associated with that image.  The variables xm  and ym  are directly associated with the 
magnification of the image and are assumed to be equal.  The way that xm  and ym  are 
determined is through a scaling bar placed on the bottom of each image during the time 
of image acquisition.  The size the scale bar represents is divided by the number of pixels 
representing that size in the image, thus giving us the scaling factor for that particular 















Figure 4.12:  Image (a):  An image collected with the SEM, image shows the 
information bar displayed along the bottom of the image.  Image (b):  view of the 
enlarged scale bar and the magnification of the image.  Scale bar and is used to determine 
the scaling factor, ym ,  for the algorithm. 
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Once all of the known information is input into the program, the algorithm then 
works by reading in the two images and finding the x,y coordinates of each coinciding red 
dot on the left and right image and records the results, ll yx ,  and rr yx ,  respectively.  
The algorithm then inputs all of the known parameters into the photogrammetry 






























ZYX ,,  Object coordinates 
ll yx ,  Image coordinates in image l 
rr yx ,  Image coordinates in image r 
β  Tilt angle of image l 
yx mm ,  Scale factor in the x and y direction 
 
Once the X,Y,Z points are found, they are written to VRML format and exported as a new 
file, thus completing the reconstruction process (Figure 4.13). 
 
4.3 RapidForm® 3D Model Integration 
Once we have created the 3D VRML models through the use of either the LSCM or the 
SEM, the next step is to merge the multiple views acquired to form a more complete 3D 
model.  To accomplish this, we have chosen to use the commercial software 
RapidForm®.  RapidForm® is created by INUS Technologies, Inc. and is touted as “the 
standard software for 3D scanners.”  This software package allows us to import 3D 
VRML models into the program, and to smooth, manipulate, and merge the different 
views to create a more complete model.  We are then able to export the new model in 
VRML format.  The software also allows us to reduce the number of points and triangles 
associated with a model that may have become too large due to the merger of multiple 
models.   














Figure 4.13:  3D microphotogrammetry algorithm for obtaining 3D point clouds from 













Place red dots on coinciding pixels  on 
the two 2D euctentrically tilted images
Algorithm finds each (x,y,z) coordinate 
from the scaling factor and motion 
parallax from each set coinciding (x,y) 
coordinates 
Point cloud is exported in VRML format
Find the scaling factor for the 
eucentrically tilted images 
Read in pixel coordinates (x,y) marked 
with red dots 
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Due to the way our algorithms create exact sized models for both the SEM and the 
LSCM, this software also allows us to merge the models formed by the two different 
modalities, thus giving us the advantage of combining the accuracy of the LSCM with the 
increased resolution of the SEM.  This is the final stage of our 3D reconstruction 
algorithm and thus completes the reconstruction (Figure 4.14). 
 
4.1.3 Merging LSCM data in RapidForm® 
  
Once the single view VRML from our algorithm is obtained, the next step is to 
import the different views into RapidForm®, smooth, and merge them to obtain a more 
complete multi-view model.  Since RapidForm® is a commercial product, we are limited 
in our knowledge of the exact algorithmic equations used in their processes.  However, 
with this powerful software, we are able to complete the last portion of our reconstruction 
process without having to spend many years developing our own algorithms to 
accomplish these tasks, allowing us to concentrate on the areas of our research  that have 
been neglected by other software programs.   
When merging models in RapidForm® we follow a set method for each VRML we 
import, thus standardizing the process as much as possible.  The first step for the merging 
process after starting the RapidForm® software is to import the two views that we are 
interested in merging.  To do this we click File >> Import and then select the VRML file 
of interest from the proper folder.  This will bring the raw 3D model on the screen.  
Before we merge the models it is advantageous to clean and modify them.  All 
modifications to the models are done with extreme caution as to the preservation of size 
and shape.  The first modification done is to assign a material property to the model.  
This is done to help separate the model from the grey background of the software screen.  
To do this we change RapidForm® to Polygon mode and click Edit >> Material 
(Ctrl+M), we then select the model and choose the color from the box that pops up on the 
bottom right hand corner of the screen.  Once that is done we smooth the image.  To 
smooth the model we click Tool >> Smooth >> Shell, and select the model.  At this time 
a smoothing options box opens up and we have several decisions to make.  The first 
option is the kind of smoothing method, Laplacian, Loop, or Curvature.  We choose 
Laplacian due to its smoothing properties.  The options available under Laplacian 
smoothing are number of iterations and Weight (0.0 – 1.0).  We use a total of ten 
iterations at a weight of 0.2; this is the default setting and after several different 
combinations we decided this was the best compromise between smoothing quality and 
time.  Next we remove the spikes that are formed in areas where one surface end and 
another begins.  Due to the nature of our triangulation algorithm, the entire surface of the 
specimen will be connected, leaving a false surface connecting two real surfaces.  Spikes 
are defined as triangles in which one or more of the points in the triangles are more than a 
certain distance apart, that is several times greater than the norm distance. To do this we 
click Clean >> Delete Spikes.  At this point a pop up menu appears with the options of 
which spike deleting method to choose.   
 














Figure 4.14:  3D model reconstruction process from beginning to end with both the 













Image specimen with microscope 
Range Image, 3D VRML, or 3D point 
cloud 
Rotate specimen and repeat the process
Record a stack of 2D images or a pair of 
eucentrically tilted images 
Run stack through our stack_to_3D 
program or our point picking algorithm
Import all views into RapidForm and 
merge the multiple views 
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There are five different options from which we can delete the spikes, however, we chose 
to use the default setting, triangle edge length, as the determinate factor.  The software 
recommends an edge length, however this is always too small and results in too much of 
the model being deleted.  We always multiply the edge length by five and if necessary 
repeat the process at a lower multiple until we are satisfied with the results.  The last and 
final step is to manually delete any faces from the model that are not part of the model.  
This often happens when outside areas such as the tape or putty used during the fixation 
process are scanned.  To delete these unwanted faces we click Select >> Entities >> 
Vertex.  Once this is done, the cursor acts as a pencil, and we are able to circle any 
unwanted faces that may be located on or next to the model.  Once the circle is closed by 
the pen, all points located in that circle will be highlighted in blue.  Next we click Edit 
>> Delete >> Vertex, and all of the highlighted points will be deleted.  This process may 
have to be repeated at several different angles in order to delete all of the unwanted points 
without deleting any areas of the model (Figure 4.15).  This process will be repeated for 
every view we obtain with the microscope. 
Once the models have been prepared to satisfaction, we can then merge the multiple 
models to obtain the complete specimen model.  To do this we change RapidForm® to 
scan mode, bringing up the build option on the top menu bar.  The first thing we have to 
do is register the two models in their correct position.  To do this we click Build >> 
Register >> 2 Shells >> Initial and choose the two models that we wish to register.  This 
option will bring up a three window screen in which two of the windows contain the 
singular models and the third window contains both models together.  From this point, we 
pick three to six coinciding points on each model.  RapidForm® then merges the models 
based on a least squared approach of the points picked.  They use a closed-form solution 
to solve the least-squares problem of absolute orientation similar to that of Berthold 
Horns.  His solution provides the best rigid-body transformation between two coordinate 
systems, which uses quaternions to represent rotations [Horn87].  The next step is to 
solidify the registration by clicking Build >> Register >> Fine and choosing the two 
registered models.  This step uses an ICP derivative algorithm similar to the one 




   
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
 
Figure 4.15:  The above sequence of images (a) – (e) represents the five major steps of 
the cleaning process.   
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His algorithm always converges monotonically to the nearest local minimum of a mean-
square distance metric, and the rate of convergence is rapid during the first few iterations 
[Besl92].  Now the models should be completely registered and we can merge the two 
meshes.  To do this we click Build >> Merge >> Meshes >> Surfaces and once again 
choose the two registered meshes; when the function is completed the two meshes will be 
combined to form a new singular mesh (Fig 4.16).  
 
 
4.1.4 Merging SEM data in RapidForm® 
 
Once the single view point cloud from our algorithm is obtained, the next step is to 
import the different views in to RapidForm®, merge, and triangulate the surfaces to 
obtain a more complete multi-view model.  Since RapidForm® is a commercial product 
we are limited in our knowledge of the exact algorithmic equations used in their 
processes.  However, with this powerful software we are able to complete the last portion 
of our reconstruction process without having to spend many years developing our own 
algorithms to accomplish these tasks, allowing us to concentrate on the areas of our 









Figure 4.16:  This figure illustrates the multiple mesh registration technique used by 
RapidForm®.  The two left hand meshes were merged to form one new mesh (right 
images).   
 
 




When merging models in RapidForm® we follow a set method for each VRML we 
import, similar to the process undertaken when dealing with the LSCM models, although 
not the same, thus standardizing the process as much as possible.   
The first step for the merging process after starting the RapidForm® software is to 
import the two views that we are interested in merging.  To do this we click File >> 
Import and then select the VRML file of interest from the proper folder.  This will bring 
the raw 3D model on the screen; before we merge the models it is advantageous to clean 
and modify them.  All modifications to the models are done with extreme caution as to 
the preservation of size and shape.  The first modification done is to assign a material 
property to the model.  This is done to help separate the model from the grey background 
of the software screen.  To do this we change RapidForm® to Polygon mode and click 
Edit >> Material (Ctrl+M), we then select the model and choose the color from the box 
that pops up on the bottom right hand corner of the screen. 
To do this we change RapidForm® to scan mode, bringing up the build option on the 
top menu bar.  The first thing we have to do is register the two models in their correct 
position.  To do this we click Build >> Register >> 2 Shells >> Initial and choose the 
two models that we wish to register.  This option will bring up a three window screen in 
which two of the windows contain the singular models and the third window contains 
both models together.  From this point we pick three to six coinciding points on each 
model.  RapidForm® then merges the models based on a least squared approach of the 
points picked.  They use a closed-form solution to solve the least-squares problem of 
absolute orientation similar to that of Berthold Horns.  His solution provides the best 
rigid-body transformation between two coordinate systems, which uses quaternions to 
represent rotations [Horn87].  The next step is to solidify the registration by clicking 
Build >> Register >> Fine and choosing the two registered models.  This step uses an 
iterative closest point (ICP) derivative algorithm similar to the one described by Besl to 
complete the merger for optimal accuracy.  His algorithm always converges 
monotonically to the nearest local minimum of a mean-square distance metric, and the 
rate of convergence is rapid during the first few iterations [Besl92].  Now the models 
should be completely registered and we can merge the two meshes.  To do this we click 
Build >> Merge >> Meshes >> Surfaces and once again choose the two registered 
meshes, when the function is completed the two meshes will be combined to form a new 




























Figure 4.17:  This figure illustrates the multiple mesh registration technique used by 
RapidForm®.  The two left hand meshes were merged to form one new mesh (right 











5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In Chapter 3 and 4 we discussed the data acquisition and 3D reconstruction techniques 
used during our complete reconstruction process.  In this chapter we will display several 
reconstructed models for both the LSCM and the SEM, along with some ground truth 
evaluations.  In Section 5.1 we will discuss the experimental results of our LSCM 
reconstructed models from our depth from focus algorithm.  Then in Section 5.2 we will 
discuss the experimental results of our SEM reconstructed models from our 
microphotogrammetry algorithm.   
 
5.1 LSCM 3D Reconstruction Results  
We start the LSCM results section by first analyzing the ground truth specimen 
reconstruction results.  These results will help to confer the effectiveness of our LSCM 
3D reconstruction algorithm and the results we have produced.  After the ground truth 
results have been analyzed, we will show the reconstructed models of several specimens, 
both industrial and biological, representing the entire size spectrum that we are able to 
image with the LSCM. 
 
5.1.1 Ground Truth Results 
 
Once we had established a working algorithm that was capable of obtaining quality 
results, it became necessary to test the accuracy of the results that were obtained.  To do 
this we need a ground truth specimen in which the feature step heights were known and 
verified within a certain accuracy.  To accomplish this, we chose to reconstruct a thick 
step height standard from VLSI Standards Inc. (Figure 5.1).   
The VLSI Thick Step Height Standards (SHS) is designed to calibrate surface 
profilers. Traceable to NIST, this standard consist of a 25 mm x 25 mm x 3 mm quartz 
block with a precisely etched trench, along with diagnostic features to assess stylus 
dynamics and integrity. The SHS is manufacturing from a high quality quartz photomask 
blank, which assures an extremely flat and smooth working surface as well as parallelism 
of the top and bottom surface within a few seconds of arc [VLSI04].  
 










Figure 5.1:  VLSI thick SHS is a calibrated sample of etched quartz used to calibrate 




The SHS also has a set of parallel bars etched with ten µm steps; this is the area of the 
standard that we are most interested in.  The reconstruction results show the accuracy of 
the step reconstruction increases dramatically as the strength of the microscope objective 
lens increases.  These results were expected due to the resolution limits of the LSCM at 
low magnifications.  As the magnification power of the objective lenses increase the z-
resolution also increases (Table 3.1), therefore as we expected the reconstruction results 
accuracy increased modest with the 10x objective lens to excellent with the 100x 
objective lens (Figure 5.2). 
 
5.1.2 Industrial Models 
 
Once the reconstruction process was proven to be accurate and reliable, we began to 
attempt to reconstruct several different models.  Our models attempted to cover the entire 
size spectrum available to the LSCM (Table 5.1).  On the larger side of the spectrum, we 
reconstructed both a watch gear and an integrated circuit (IC) from an inexpensive 
calculator.  On the smaller side of the spectrum, we reconstructed a microchip that was 
designed by Dr. Bouldin at the University of Tennessee.  This chip measured roughly two 
millimeters by two millimeters in overall size; however, the feature heights located on the 
surface of the microchip were significantly smaller.  These features range from sub-
micron to ten µm in the x and y directions, and sub-micron to four µm in the z direction. 
 
10µm steps 








Figure 5.2:  Image (a) is the VLSI standard reconstruction under 100x magnification; 
the average step height was calculated as 7.344 µm.  Image (b) is the VLSI standard 






Table 5.1:  List of the specimens reconstructed with the LSCM and our algorithm. 
 
Reconstructed Specimens 
(for Size Comparison) 
Size µm 
Gear 1500 µm 
IC  1000 µm 
TN Chip 2000 µm * 
* Feature depth from 1 – 4 µm 
Bacteria 0.8 µm 
Blood Cell 5 µm 
Lymphocyte 10 – 14 µm 
Pollen 30 µm 
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Among the other specimens reconstructed on the smaller end of the spectrum were all of 
the biological specimens.  These specimens range from a large cell having a diameter of 
120 µm to a tubular bacteria cell that has a diameter of 0.8 µm.  In between we have 
reconstructed pollen (30 µm), lymphocytes (10 - 20 µm), and a blood cell (5 µm). 
The three industrial models that we chose to reconstruct each have qualities of 
interest and present unique challenges.  The first model reconstructed was the watch gear.  
The gear measures roughly 1.5 mm in diameter and 1.0 mm in height (Figure 5.3 (a)).  
The second model reconstructed was the calculator IC.  The IC measures roughly 1.0 mm 
long, 0.5 mm wide, and 0.25 mm tall (Figure 5.3 (b)).  The third and final industrial 
specimen is the microchip.  The microchip measures roughly 2.0 mm long by 2.0 mm 
wide, however the surface feature heights on the chip range from 1.0 to 10.0 µm in the x 
and y directions and 1.0 to 5.0 µm in the z direction (Figure 5.3 (c)).   
The gear offered two specific challenges to the reconstruction process, those being 
its symmetry and high level of detail resulting occlusions.  By symmetry, we are referring 
to the fact that if you cut the specimen in half along the z axis the gear is nearly the same, 
with the exception of a few imperfections.  This can cause registration problems due to 
the confusion of actual feature position.  As shown in the reconstruction, we were able to 
obtain good results and registration due to the LSCM’s ability to detect imperfections that 
were used as markers to help differentiate the two nearly symmetric sides from each 
other. The model also shows some of the limitations caused by the occluded surfaces that 





   
(a) (b) (c) 
 
Figure 5.3:  Industrial specimens reconstructed.  Image (a) is a watch gear measuring 
roughly 1.5 mm in diameter and one mm high; specimen is placed on a dime for a 
common size reference.  Image (b) is an IC measuring roughly one mm long, 0.5 mm 
wide, and 0.25 mm tall; specimen is placed on a penny for a common size reference.  
Image (c) is an intricate microchip designed by Dr. Bouldin at the University of 
Tennessee measuring roughly 2.0 mm by 2.0 mm with feature heights ranging from 1.0 
µm to 5.0 µm.  Specimen is placed on a penny for a common size reference. 
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The most prominent area is located in the center of the gear, as well as on the back of the 
teeth (Figure 5.4). 
The main challenge encountered while reconstructing the IC was the multiple surface 
reflectivities.  The high reflectivity of the chip surface made it hard to image the board 
that the chip was setting on without saturating the pixels of the chip.  This reflectivity 
also caused a problem when dealing with the jagged surface along the broken edges of 
the chip (Figure 5.5). The complex microchip offered us a chance to test the resolution 
limits of our reconstruction algorithm.  Due to the theoretical limits of light coupled with 
noise, reconstructing surface heights of less then one µm are extremely difficult.  This 
specimen allowed us to test our reconstruction algorithm on such conditions (Fig 5.6). 
Due to the optical workings of the LSCM it is not possible to obtain a real color 
image of the specimens we image with that microscope.  We are able to obtain what is 
commonly referred to as a maximum intensity image, however this is a gray scale image 
in which specimen color is not imaged, rather the amount of light reflected back to the 
charge-coupled device (CCD), thus emphasizing edges, peaks, and craters.  For this 
reason we rarely use the texture produced from the microscope with our models.  One of 
the more useful textures we can add to the model is what is commonly known as a color 
depth map.  This map can be generated in either RapidForm® or Matlab and fixed to the 
surface of the model, helping the observer of the model to distinguish heights of surfaces 








Figure 5.4:  Multiple snap shots of the 3D reconstructed gear model. 
 































Figure 5.7:  Snapshot of microchip model with a color map attached.  The color map 







5.1.3 Biological Models 
 
The biological models that we were able to reconstruct were all on the smaller end of the 
size spectrum, ranging from 120 µm for the large cell to 0.8 µm for the width of the 
tubular bacterium.  These reconstructed models were created from image stacks taken by 
the LSCM in both reflective and fluorescent mode and were reconstructed from a single 
view with our semi-transparent LSCM reconstruction algorithm. 
The bacteria specimen was imaged with the 100x oil emersion lens, allowing for the 
best resolution possible with the LSCM.  Even though we set our step heights at 0.12 µm, 
the reconstruction is still a little unstable considering the width of the specimen is less 
than one µm, resulting in less than eight slices in the stack.  The overall size and shape of 
the bacterium was reconstructed despite the resolution limits imposed by the microscope, 
however the model was not a perfect reconstruction for this reason (Figure 5.8).The 
reconstructed red blood cell was a little larger than the bacterium, however still very 
close to the resolution limits of the microscope.   
 







Figure 5.8:  The bacterium has a diameter of 0.8 µm and a length of 8.4 µm.  





Our reconstructed model measured roughly 5.3 µm in diameter and 3.4 µm thick (Figure 
5.9); that is not far from the average size of diameter 7.94 µm, and  thickness 2.12 µm 
reported in Gray’s Anatomy [Gray74].  While reconstructing a sample of dried blood, we 
were able to recognize two lymphocytes located in the model (Figure 5.10).  The two 
lymphocytes measure roughly fourteen and ten µm; according to Gray’s Anatomy 
lymphocytes should measure 12.7 – 10.2 µm [Gray74].  The size of these models further 
exemplifies the reconstruction process and its accuracy.  Our next model is a cluster of 
pollen grains.  In this model the granules measure roughly 30 µm in diameter, as expected 
(Figure 5.11).  The last reconstructed biological model with the LSCM is not only the 
largest, it is also the only one acquired through fluorescence.  The reconstructed green 
globules in this model are protein structures located on the surface of the cells membrane.  
The proteins were stained with a green FITC stain and imaged with the LSCM in 
fluorescence mode.  The model measures roughly 120 µm in diameter and 60 µm in 
thickness (Figure 5.12).  This model was one of the most successful biological items 
reconstructed, and demonstrates the algorithms robustness to the different forms of image 
acquisition available with the LSCM.  
 
5.2 SEM 3D Reconstruction Results 
We start the SEM results section by first analyzing the ground truth specimen 
reconstruction results for both synthetic and real data.  These results will help to confer 
the effectiveness of our SEM 3D reconstruction algorithm and the results we have 
produced.  After the ground truth results have been analyzed we will be showing the 
reconstructed models of several specimens, both synthetic and real, representing different 
magnifications and material properties. 
 







Figure 5.9:  The cell was roughly measured to have a diameter 5.3 µm and a thickness 























Figure 5.11:  Plant pollen reconstructed with new algorithm for semi-transparent 











Figure 5.12:  Image (a) and (b) represent the top and side view, respectively, of 
reconstructed proteins stained on a large cell.  Model measures roughly 120 µm in 










5.2.1 Ground Truth Results  
 
Once our point picking reconstruction algorithm was complete and working properly, we 
needed a ground truth object on which we could test the results of the algorithm for 
accuracy.  For this reason we created a pyramid similar to the one illustrated in 
Hemmleb’s paper “Digital Microphotogrammetry with the Scanning Electron 
Microscope” [Hemmleb96].  This pyramid was created manually by creating a VRML 
file in ascii, thus we know the exact distance of each line connecting each point on the 
pyramid (Figure 5.13).     
The first step to validate our algorithm was to reconstruct the pyramid above and 
compare the reconstruction results with the original known parameters.  To reconstruct 
the synthetic data, we had to eucentrically tilt the synthetic pyramid and be sure that 
parallel projection was occurring.  To do this, we used RapidForm® modeling software 
to tilt the specimen about the y-axis and recorded the images with perspective view 
turned off.  Once we had an exported image of the pyramid at zero degree and ten degree 
tilt we were able to manually pick the eight points of interest, enter them into our 
algorithm and reconstruct the pyramid (Figure 5.14).  
We then measured the distance of the reconstructed edges of the pyramid to 
determine the percent error associated with our reconstructions under optimal 
circumstances.  As shown in the figure below, the reconstruction was better than 99.5% 
accurate in reconstructing distances between each point on the model under optimal 
circumstances (Figure 5.15).  In order to further evaluate the effectiveness of our 
algorithm, it was important to test the effects that possible errors may pose on our 
reconstructions.  After carefully looking at the nature of the algorithm, we choose the 
four most plausible errors that may occur during the reconstruction process.  Those four 
errors are incorrect angle assumption, incorrect magnification, errant point picking, and 
non-eucentric tilt. 
The first potential error that we looked at was incorrect angle assumption.  This 
effect could happen if, when tilting the specimen stage, we miscalculated the tilt, or due 
to mechanical error by the stage itself.  To test the error from tilt, we used the error-free 
reconstructed model as the optimal case and plotted the mean squared error of each point 
on the model as the tilt error increased in two degree increments.  As the chart indicates, 
the point error increases linearly for points one through four with the increasing tilt error 
due to their location on the base plane.  However, with points five through eight, which 
are located on the upper plane of the pyramid, the graph behaves non-linearly.  The 


















#VRML V1.0 ascii 
 
Coordinate3 { 
           point   [ 
                             0.0 0.0 0.0, # point 0 
                             3.0 0.0 0.0, # point 1 
                             0.0 3.0 0.0, # point 2 
                             3.0 3.0 0.0, # point 3 
                0.5 0.5 1.0, # point 4 
                2.5 0.5 1.0, # point 5 
                0.5 2.5 1.0, # point 6 
                2.5 2.5 1.0, # point 7 
                    ] 
} 
 
Figure 5.13:  Illustration above shows the ground truth pyramid along with the points 
and dimensions that was created for testing of our algorithm.  On the right is the point set 
ascii code that was written for the creation of the pyramid and the coordinate system in 



























Ground truth object with 0° 
tilt angle 
 
Ground truth object with 
+10° tilt angle 
 
 
Figure 5.14:  Results obtained from the algorithm; tilt angle = 10°, magnification = 


























1 – 2 3 2.9883 0.391 
2 – 3 4.2426 4.2254 0.4053 
3 – 4 3 2.9883 0.391 
4 – 5 3.6742 3.6566 0.4798 
5 – 6 2 1.9919 0.4068 
6 – 7 2.8284 2.8226 0.2073 
 
Figure 5.15:  Chart illustrates the difference in the distance between points one though 




This response can be attributed to the way in which the height (Z) is related to the tangent 
and sine of the tilt angle (Figure 5.16).   
The second potential error we looked at was incorrect magnification.  This problem 
could occur due to negligence on the part of the operator; however, it would most likely 
occure when the magnification is slightly off due to round up or calibration error.  To test 
the error from magnification, we used the error-free reconstructed model as the optimal 
case and plotted the mean squared error of each point on the model as the magnification 
error increased in two degree increments.  As the chart indicates, the displacement error 
increases linearly with increasing magnification according to the initial error which is 
directly related to the distance of the point from the origin (Figure 5.17).      
The third potential error we looked at was incorrect point picking.  This problem 
could occur due to negligence while picking the coinciding points on the images to 
reconstruct.  To test the error from errant point picking we used the error-free 
reconstructed model as the optimal case and plotted the mean squared error of each point 
on the model as the point picking error increased in one pixel increments.  As the chart 
indicates the displacement error increases linearly and equally for each point with 
increasing pixel error (Figure 5.18). 
The fourth potential error we looked at was incorrect eucentric tilt angle.  This 
problem could occur due to negligence while tilting the specimen on the SEM stage.  To 
test the error from incorrect eucentric tilt we used the error-free reconstructed model as 
the optimal case and plotted the mean squared error of each point on the model as the 
eucentric tilt error increased in 0.1 µm increments.  As the chart indicates, the 
displacement error increases lineally, equally, and drastically for each point with small 
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Figure 5.17:  Chart representing point displacement error due to magnification error. 
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Figure 5.19:  Chart representing point displacement error due to eucentric tilt error. 
 




After we completed the error analysis on the synthetic data we felt confident that we 
had an algorithm with the ability to produce accurate 3D point cloud reconstruction on 
eucentrically tilted, parallel projected images.  The next step was testing our algorithm on 
real data acquired by the SEM.  To test the algorithm on real data we chose to use a 
Planotec test specimen produced by Ted Pella, inc.  The Planotec test specimen is a 
calibration grid used for magnification calibration and image distortion check for either 
SEM or light microscopy.  The calibration grid consists of a square pattern of lines etched 
into a single crystal silicon measuring five by five millimeters with the internal grid 
squares repeating every ten µm.  The lines are two µm wide and deep and are etched by 
electron beam lithography, and the repeated length of the structure has a guaranteed 
accuracy of one percent (Figure 5.20) [Pella04]. 
Since we know the distance in the x and y direction within a one percent accuracy, 
we used the calibration grid to verify our reconstruction algorithm in these axes.  By 
picking points on the entire side of two adjacent squares, we are able to reconstruct the 
distance between the two lines and assess the accuracy of our reconstruction compared to 
the actual guaranteed distance.  The reconstructed distance between the two lines of 
9.9712 µm is within the statistical error limit provided by Pella, and thus confirms the 
accuracy of our algorithm on real data.  Another advantage of using the calibration grid is 
to confirm our method for obtaining the scaling factor (Mx).  Mx is determined by 
dividing the number of pixels in the scaling bar by the actual length that bar represents, as 
described in chapter 4.  For a magnification of 5000x, under which the calibration grid 
was measured, Mx should be equal to 43, or 430 pixels for ten µm.  Our measurements 
revealed an average of 428.7622 pixels, resulting in a 99.7% similarity with the 
determined distance (Figure 5.21). 
 
 
5.2.2 Model Results 
 
Once the reconstruction process was proved to be accurate and reliable we began to 
attempt to reconstruct several different models.  We started by first reconstructing two 
synthetic specimens; the first to resemble a gear and the second to resemble a blood cell.  
These two choices were meant to simulate the two different forms of specimen that we 
would be reconstructing, those being strong edged mechanical and smooth biological 
specimens.  After that, we attempted two reconstructions on real specimens, one being a 
complete model reconstruction, and the other being a specific feature reconstruction 
















Figure 5.20:  Image (a):  Calibration grid illustration.   Image (b): Statistical evaluation 






Mx = 4.25 @ 500x 
Mx = 43 @ 5000x   
Mx = 85 @ 10000x
 
Figure 5.21:  The average pixel length between the two lines was 428.7622.  The 
expected pixel length for ten µm would be 430, giving a 99.7% accuracy in picking 
points. This verifies the scale on the bottom of the image as a reliable source for 
determining Mx (the scaling factor). 





The first synthetic specimen created and reconstructed was the gear.  We created the gear 
by using a single layer gear as the base (Figure 5.22 (a)).  We then divided the diameter 
by 
2
π  successively and stacked the new layers on top of the base, thus giving us a multi-
tiered gear (Figure 5.22 (b)).  Once the gear was constructed, we picked the following 
coinciding points, highlighted in red, on the models with tilts of ten and twenty degrees 
respectively (Figure 5.23).  These points were then entered into our algorithm and 
reconstructed with excellent results.  The reconstructed point cloud represents the original 
points chosen with very good accuracy.  When looking very closely at the points, we 
noticed a few that were out of position and credited that to errant point picking on the 
part of the administrator.  After the points were reconstructed for both 10° to 20° and -10° 
to -20°, we were able to merge the multiple views to obtain a more complete model 
(Figure 5.24).  
The next synthetic object reconstructed was the blood cell.  The blood cell was 
created with the help of Yohan Fougerolle’s super shapes algorithm.  The synthetic blood 
cell was created to evaluate the difficulty of reconstructing data that was smooth and void 
of any hard edges like the ones we saw on the synthetic gear (Figure 5.25).  Once the 
synthetic cell was created we began picking points for the reconstruction.  Due to the 
smoothness of the shape, we were forced to place color markers on the surface of the 
synthetic cell to help with the picking of coinciding points.  After picking 112 randomly 
chosen points along the top surface of the cell, we reconstructed the points with our 
algorithm and applied an additional triangulation algorithm to the surface to complete the 
single view reconstruction (Figure 5.26).    
Now that we have proven the reconstruction to work on synthetic data we chose two 
different real specimens to reconstruct.  The first specimen chosen was a mold spore 
imaged under 10,000x magnification.  This specimen offers us a spherical shape with 
multiple appendages protruding from the core sphere from which to reconstruct.  The 
specimen was imaged while tilting eucetrically in two degree increments.  The best 
observed results were under the four and eight degree tilts, so those are the two images 
we chose for reconstruction (Figure 5.27).  Once the two images were chosen we picked 
recognizable coinciding points along the surface of the specimens and a few on the 
specimen stage in order to reconstruct those points and form a point cloud model.  Once 
the points were chosen they were highlighted in red and ran though our algorithm (Figure 
5.28).  Once the points were picked we ran our algorithm of the point sets and 
reconstructed the point cloud of the mold spore (Figure 5.29).  The point cloud, although 
a little sparse, shows the spherical shape of the spore and offers us the ability for true 
















Figure 5.22:  Image (a) is the original gear created by Thad Beier.  Image (b) is the 
modified gear that we created by stacking smaller versions of the original gear to give 










Figure 5.23:  Image (a) is the synthetic gear with 10° eucentric tilt with the coinciding 
points chosen for reconstruction highlighted in red.  Image (b) is the synthetic gear with 






















Figure 5.24:  (Left, Top) Gear reconstruction with eucentric tilt angles of 10° and 20 ° 
and (Left, Bottom) Gear reconstruction with eucentric tilt angles of -10° and  -20 °.  



















Figure 5.25:  Image (a) Red blood cells viewed under a 1000x light microscope 
magnification.  These blood cells are what we chose to model our synthetic blood cell 
after.  Image (b)  The fully constructed synthetic blood cell created with the help of 






Figure 5.26:  Red blood cell reconstruction of the top of the synthetic blood cell from 
112 randomly chosen points. 
 









Figure 5.27:  Eucentrically tilted SEM images of a mold spore collected under 10,000x 
magnification for multiple point reconstruction.  Image (a) the specimen is tilted four 







Figure 5.28:  Mold spore imaged by the SEM at 10,000x magnification and four 
degrees of tilt.  The points that were picked for the point cloud reconstruction process are 
highlighted in red. 









Figure 5.29:  Point cloud reconstruction of the mold spore.  Image (a) is a side view 





The second specimen chosen was a crater located on one of the appendages of a sand 
star, imaged by the SEM under 500x magnification.  This specimen offers us a bowl 
shape feature with an overhanging lip from which to reconstruct.  The specimen was 
imaged while tilting eucetrically in two degree increments.  The best observed results 
were under the zero and six degree tilts, so those are the two images we chose for 
reconstruction (Fig 5.30).  Once the two images were chosen we picked recognizable 
coinciding points along the surface of the specimens in order to reconstruct those points 
and form a point cloud model.  Once the points were chosen they were highlighted in red 
and processed by our algorithm (Figure 5.31). 
Once the points were picked, we ran our algorithm of the point sets and 
reconstructed the point cloud of the crater (Figure 5.32).  The point cloud, although a 
little sparse, shows the concave shape of the crater illustrating the over hanging lip, and 
offers us the ability for true feature measuring by finding the distance between points on 
















Figure 5.30:  Eucentrically tilted SEM images of a sand star crater collected for cloud 








Figure 5.31:  Sand star crater imaged by the SEM at 500x magnification and zero 
degrees of tilt.  The points that were picked for the point cloud reconstruction process are 













Figure 5.32:  Point cloud reconstruction of the sand star crater.  Image (a) is a side 
view with arch at the top representing the lip of the crater, Image (b) is a top isotropic 


























In this thesis, we have created and documented a method for reconstructing multi view  
3D models of micro- and nanoscopic specimens with the use of the LSCM and the SEM, 
along with several implemented algorithms and software packages.  We explain the need 
for the use of 3D models and attempt to solve some of the problems associated with the 
reconstruction process for both the LSCM and the SEM.  Our interest was originally on 
the LSCM due to its ability to create 2D image stacks recording only the light reflected at 
each plane on the z axis.  However, due to the limitation of the LSCM’s resolution power, 
which is directly related to the wavelength of light, we became interested in other 
modalities.  This resolution limitation, of less than 0.2 µm, forced us to expand our image 
capture and reconstruction methods to a more powerful form of microscopy to image 
objects of sub-micron size.  For this application we have chosen the SEM.  The SEM 
allows us to resolve objects down to 1.5 nm.  However, this left us with the problem of 
reconstructing these images to 3D models.  To solve this problem, we have chosen to use 
a point picking microphotogrammetry algorithm, for which we were able to successfully 
implement and obtain 3D point clouds of specimens under very high magnification that 
would not have been possible with the LSCM.  Through this work we are able to expand 
the abilities of both the LSCM and SEM and take advantage of each of the microscopes’ 
characteristics for 3D reconstruction purposes.  Now we conclude this thesis with a brief 
summary of the contributions and a short discussion of future directions. 
6.1 Summary of Contributions 
Our research efforts were focused on the reconstruction of 3D models of micro- to nano-
scopic specimens.  We have used the LSCM and SEM, taking advantage of each 
microscope’s unique properties to produce 3D models.  With the LSCM, our algorithm 
takes advantage of 2D image stack for 3D reconstruction, while with the SEM, our 
microphotogrammetry algorithm is able to obtain 3D depth information from a pair of 
eucentrically tilted 2D images.  We have also introduced the concept of multiple view 
acquisition and merging of models to create more complete models.  From this method 
we offer the following contributions:  
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• LSCM Depth From Focus Algorithm.  This algorithm is implemented to 
create range images and VRML models from a stack of LSCM 2D images. 
Through our algorithm we were able to overcome the limitations of current 
microscope software to successfully create both clean noise free range images, 
and single view VRML models.  Neither were currently available in the Leica 
commercial software.     
• SEM Microphotogrammetry Algorithm.  This algorithm is implemented to 
create 3D point cloud models from 2D eucentrically tilted pairs of SEM 
images. Through the use of the microphotogrammetry algorithm, we were 
able to successfully reconstruct point clouds of specimens or specimen 
features that exceeds the resolution of the LSCM.  We demonstrated the 
accuracy and viability of this method for accurate point reconstruction for the 
purpose of modeling, or measuring of points in a 3D coordinate space. 
• Multiple View Data Acquisition Process.  This process details a method for 
preparing and manipulating specimens for multi view imaging with both the 
LSCM and the SEM. 
• LSCM and SEM 3D Reconstruction Process.  This process details our 
method for merging multiple single view 3D models to create a more 
complete and water tight model.   
 
For each of these contributions, we have presented both qualitative and quantitative 
results to demonstrate their strengths and to demonstrate their limitations.  With this 
summary of the contributions, we now explore the possible future extensions of this 
research. 
6.2 Future Direction 
The ideas and concepts in this thesis could be refined or built upon to offer multiple 
avenues for future research.  Although there are many possible directions, we have 
identified the following areas for both their usefulness and feasibility. 
 
6.2.1 Autonomous Reconstruction  
Using our current 3D reconstruction process can be cumbersome and time consuming for 
both microscopes.  There are several avenues that could be explored in which we believe 
that we can increase the autonomy for these 3D reconstruction methods.  We have 
researched extensively the use of a 6 degree of freedom (dof) stage with a modified 
specimen slide for easier maneuverability around the objective lens. The stage could be 
combined with the current LSCM and programmed in concert with the microscope to 
complete a series of calculated tilts to automate the data acquisition process for our 
models scanned with the LSCM.  The automation of the data acquisition process for the 
SEM could be automated by programming the current stage to complete a series of tilts in 
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concert with each scan.  During the acquisition process for both microscopes there would 
still be a need for human management to insure quality scans, however this would serve 
to greatly simplify the process.  In addition to the acquisition area automation could be 
added to the image processing area of the program to simplify the process.  A future 
avenue of this work could be to modify our current programs to give them the ability to 
read in every file from a given folder on the computer and completely reconstruct a 
model from all the image stacks of pairs available.  This would be a very computationally 
taxing process and would require the implementation of a 3D model merging algorithm 
to eliminate the use of RapidForm® from the process; however, if accomplished, this feat 
would greatly increase the autonomous ability of our process and decrease the number of 
man hours necessary to create each model.  
 
6.2.2 Increased Microphotogrammetry Abilities 
Implementation of a complete and robust 3D microphotogrammetry algorithm is a very 
difficult task, one we were not able to perform during the scope of our 
microphotogrammetry algorithm. An excellent extension of our work would be to 
increase the abilities of the algorithm to include full 3D model reconstruction instead of 
the point cloud method that we have currently implemented.  By creating a calibration 
matrix along with the implementation of a feature based matching method complete 3D 
models could be obtained.  Alconia® is currently the only software manufacture that has 
implemented this process in a program they market for 3D reconstruction of eucentrically 
tilted SEM images [Gleichmenn94].  Their software sets the bar for the current 
microphotogrammetry abilities available for the SEM today and represents an achievable 
goal to integrate into our reconstruction process (Figure 6.1).  
 
6.2.3 LSCM and SEM model Fusion 
Lastly, we consider fusion between the LSCM and SEM reconstructed models that are on 
the edge of the resolution ability of the LSCM.  With data fusion techniques, we could 
increase the accuracy and quality of the models reconstructed.  With our 3D model 
reconstruction process, our models’ size and dimensions are accurately represented.  
Therefore a proposed extension of this work would be to merge both SEM and LSCM 
models to increase the accuracy and quality of the models reconstructed.  The 
combination of multiple microscope modalities for increased accuracy of measurements 
has been an increasing trend and is gaining popularity in industries such as 
semiconductor manufacture, where measurable features often exceed the resolution limits 
of a light microscope.  The majority of microscope fusion techniques currently being 
implemented are scanning probe and either conventional light or electron microscopes 
[Masi04].  For this reason, we believe there to be a great amount of potential in the 
further research in the fusing of 3D SEM and LSCM models now and in years to come. 
 
 







Figure 6.1:  Alconia’s 3D reconstruction of the sandstar.  Alconias’ software 
represents the current state of the art in 3D microphotogrammetry software and is a good 
measure for where our algorithm needs to progress.  3D reconstructions were obtained 
from two eucentrically tilted 2D SEM images with a tilt of 2.5 and 7.5. 
 
 
6.3 Closing Remarks 
In the first chapter of this thesis, we began with introducing the idea of 3D model 
reconstruction of microscopic specimens with the use of the LSCM and SEM from 
multiple views.  Through the implementation of our algorithms, we were able to obtain 
excellent 3D model reconstruction of microscopic specimens with the LSCM.  We were 
also able to obtain 3D point clouds from 2D SEM images through the implementation of 
the microphotogrammetry algorithm for specimens that surpassed the resolution limits of 
the LSCM.  Though our implementations do not completely reconstruct all of our 
specimens and our process could be made more autonomous, the 3D reconstruction 
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